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hiµi ! Stop him ! " cried the redcoats. " He is a rebel spy : Don't let him get
Crack ! Cra ck ! Wi th two well-directed blows Dick knocked the fellows down.
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The British army began a march northward, by a little
eastward.

This direction, if followed a few miles, would bring them
to a well-known ford acrr•ss the Sch~lkill River.
Washington made up his mind that Howe intended cross'The battle of the Brandywine had been fought.
ing the river at the ford, and marching down upon PhilaThe British had been successful.
'
delphia from the north.
The patriot army had been defeated.
He accordingly crossed the Schuylkill, so as to be ready to
The British had lost as many men as had the patriots, but
meet
the British, and offer them battle.
they had a much larger force, and could afford to lose more
To General Washington's amazement, however, the
men.
British
did not cross at the ford.
The victory had been dearly won, however.
The patriots had been defeated, and forced to retreat
They reached the river at that point, but instead of cross' ~oward Philadelphia , but they were still full of fight.
ing, they marched on up, along the west bank of the stream.
Tlie patriot army retreated slowly.
\Vhat could it mean?
Behind it, following slowly along, was the British army.
Washington asked himself this question, but could not
The battle of the Brandywine had taught General Howe answer it.
1a lesson.
Neither could General Greene, or any of the other officers
It had taught him to have the utmost respect for the offer an explanation.
fighting abilities of the patriot soldiers.
"I admit that I am puzzled," said General Greene. "I
He had lost a thousand men in that battle.
cannot think why he would march on up the river, when as
He was not at all eager to begin another.
we know it is his ambition to capture Philadelphia ."
True, he was determined to capture Philadelphia , but he
"General Howe is always doing something which no one
~shed to, if possible, capture the city without having to en- would expect a man
in his position to do," said General
gage in another battle.
Washington.
But could he do this?
"True," agreed Greene; "that four hundred mile sail
He intended to try to do so.
around and up Chesapeake Bay, for instance, to accomplish
So he followed along behind the retreating patriot army, what might have been accomplished by a sail
of seventy-five
a:nd watched and waited.
miles up the Delaware River."
It was remarkable that, although they had been defeated,
"He is tricky, however," said the commander-in-chief of
the patriot soldiers were not a whit discouraged.
1 the patriot army; "we will have to watch him.
He may
They had lost much of their baggage.
have some ulterior motive in making this movement."
Tents, blanketit articles of clothing had been left behind.
Then Washington beckoned to an orderly.
Hundreds were barefooted.
"Orderly," he said, "find Dick Slater, the captain of the
\ Yet they were cheerful, and had the British made an 'Liberty Boys,' and send him to ine at once."
attack, they ·would have met with such resistal:tce as would
The orderly saluted, and-hastened away.
have astonished them.
A few minutes later a handsome, manly-looking youth of
But. Howe did not intend to offer battle, if there was the perhapEt eighteen years of age,
appeared before General
east chance of securing the prize for which he was working Washington.
Philadelphi a-without·doing so. ·
This youth was Dick Slater, captain of a company known
At last the armies were at a point about eighteen miles as "Liberty Boys of '76."
est of Philadelphia .
He was also famous as a spy.
AMBUSHED.
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He was the most daring and successful scout and spy in I Had there been more than one, there would, he was conthe patriot army.
fident, have been more than one shot fired.
Consequently he was a great favorite with the comDick hoped to be able to get across the stream before the
1 lurking foe could have time to reload his :inusket.
mander-in-chief.
It took but a few moments to finish crossing, and tben, as
Dick Slater saluted.
Dick rode up the bank of the river, he caught a glimpse of a
"You sent for me, Your Excellency?" he asked.
man just within the edge of the timber.
you."
for
work
some
"Yes, Dick; I have
The fellow was working with all his might to finish load"I am ready to.go about the work at once, sir."
his rifle before Dick could reach him.
ing
" I knew you would be. What I wish you to do is to
He did not succeed, however.
cross the river and follow the British . .I expected that they
Dick urged Major forward, and was upon the fellow in a
now
and
not,
did
would cross the river at the ford, but they
I don't know what to make of their action in continuing on jiffy.
He drew a pistol as he drew near, and coming to a stop,
up the stream. I am suspicious that there is some ulterior
motive concealed in the movement, and I wish you to, if covered the man with it.
Dick saw at once that the man was not a British soldier.
possible, find out what it is."
He was dressed in a rough, hunter-like costume, and was
"I will do my best to do so, Your Excellency," said Dick,
quietly. "Shall I go at once?"
uncouth in appearance.
.
He was evidently greatly taken aback by Dick's sudaen
"At once, Dick."
comthe
Dick saluted, and returned to the point where
appearance, though he strove not to show it.
pany of "foberty Boys" were stationed.
"Drop that gun,'' ordered Dick.
The fellow hesitated, and looked at Dick, and then
A year before, while on a spying expedition over on Long
Island, the British army being stationed there at that time, around him.
"Drop that gun, at once, or die!" again ordered Dick.
Dick had captured a splendid horse.
This time his tone was so stern and grim that the fellow
Dick had named .the horse "Major."
'rhis horse had just been brought into camp that morning did not dare disobey.
He let go of his rifle, and irdropped to the ground with a
by the men whose duty it was to take care of the horses not
in use, and Dick sent one of the "Liberty Boys" to get thud.
"What ye comin' at me thet way, fur?" he asked, sutMajor for him, while he exchanged his uniform for a rough
suit of citizen clothing.
lenly.
"Why am I coming at you in this mannei: ?"
It would not do to go on a scouting and spying expedition
"Yas."
wearing the continental blue.
Dick looked the fellow straight in the eyes.
By the time the youth returned with the horse, Dick was
\
"I'd like to ask you a question," he said grimly; "and
ready.
Bob Estabrook, a member of the company, and Dick's when you answer it, then, perhaps, I shall answer yours."
The fellow shifted his feet, and looked uneasy.
nearest and dearest friend, wished to accompany Dick, but
"Whut d'ye wanter ax me?"
the youth thought it better that he should go alone.
"What I wish to ask you is this: Why did you shoot at
Bob was plainly disappointed,-but he did not insist.
me just now?"
He felt that Dick knew best.
The fellow avoided Dick's gaze, shifted uneasily ' and
Dick mounted Major.
turned pale.
Then, bidding the youths good-bye, be set out.
"Answer!" cried Dick, sternly.
He rode to the ford, and started to cross.
He gave the pistol a shake, and the man threw up his
He was about half way across, when there came the sharp
hands, and cried out:
crack of a musket, and a bullet whistled past Dick's head.
"Don't shoot, mister I Don't shoot!"
Dick was startled.
"Answer, and I will not shoot. Why did you shoot at
He bad not been expecting anything of th~ kind.
me?"
He did not turn back, however.
"I-I-didn't shoot at ye, mister."
Instead, he set his teeth grimly together, ud urged
The :fellow's voice trembled.
Major forward.
His teeth were chattering.
Romebow, he believed there was not more than one person
1
He was plainly terribly :frightened.
on the other side of the river.
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"You didn't shoot at me?"
Dick's tone implied unbelief.
"No-o-o, mister!"
"What did you shoot at, then?"
"I-I---s-shot at a--a s-squirrel."
Dick laughed aloud.
This statement was so absurd, on the face gf it, that he
could not help it.
.But his laughter had a stern, scornful ring to it that was
more terrifying to the man than Dick's stern words had
been.
''My friend," said Dick, in a particular, quiet, yet stern
and threatening tone, "you are talking to one who has
hunted since he was big enough to carry a rifle, and who
has killed hundreds, yes thousands of squirrels, and I must
tell you that I am well aware of the fact that the man who
shoots a squirrel, always shoots upward, into the top of a
tree. The bullet you fired, a few minutes ago, whistled past
my head, when I was out on the middle of the river. So
your story of shooting at a squirrel is false on the face of it.
You tried to kill me!"
The fellow turned paler still
He began to realize, now, that he was in a dangerous position.
"D-don't s-shoot me !" he stammered; "I-I--didn't
mean ter kill ye, only make ye go back."
1
"Why did you wish me to go back?"
"W'y, I didn't keer whether er not ye come ercross, er
whether ye didn't, but one uv them sojers whut went erlong
erwhile ergo, he sed ter me thet ef I'd stay beer at ther ford,
an' shoot enny feller ez tried ter come ercross, he'd giv' me
er gol' sovrun, an' I sed I'd do ~t."
"Ah. So that was the way of it, eh?"
"Yas; he giv' me ther sovrun, an' I stayed beer, an' when
ye kim erlong, I thort I'd skeer ye back; so I ups an' shoots
cluss ter ye. I didn't try ter hit ye, I'll sw'ar I didn't. Ef
I hed wanted ter, I c'u'd er done et. I kin hit er squirrel at
thet di!>tance. I jes' thort I'd skeer ye, and make ye go
back; but ye didn't skeer wuth er cent."
Dick eyed the fellow closely while he was talking, and
made up his mind the man was telling the truth.
s
"Well, my friend," he said, when the other had finished
1
his explanation, "I will say that I believe you are telling the
truth. I must say, however, that I believe you to be a man
who sympathizes with the Briti11h; in other words, a Tory."
"No, I hain't, mister!-! sw'ar I.hain't !" the fellow
cried, hastily.
·•
"Are you sure?"
Dick eyed the fellow searchingly.
"I sw'ar et_, I tell ye I I hain't no Tory."

l

"Very well," said Dick; "I shall accept your statement as
being true, and I am going to let you go fre&--this time. I
advise you, however, to keep away from the British, and
have nothing more to do with them. If you are caught aiding them in any way, shape or form, another time, you will
be shot. Do you understand?"
"Yas, mister. I'll keep erway frum ther Britishers, an' I
won't he'p 'em no more!"
"See to it that you do not. Now pick up your rifle and
go."
The fellow picked up his rifle, and with a nod, hastened
away through the timber. Evidently he was glad to escape
so easily.
Then Dick rode away in the direction taken by the
British army.

CHAPTER U.
A DANGEROUS ERRL""D.

It was not difficult for him to overhaul the British.
The soldiers were for the most part on foot, while he
was on horseback.
Dick did not venture to approach very near, however.
He did not wish to risk being captured.
He would wait till nightfall, and then when the British went into camp, would try to !!lip into their encampment and learn something that would be of value to General Washington.
Presently, when Dick came to a hill, he paused, dismounted and tied his horse, and then climbed a tree.
He wished to get a view of the entire force of the
British.
He was enabled to do so.
They were marching along up the river.
"I wonder where they are going?" thought Dick. "This
is a very strange affair. I do not understand it."
Then Dick turned his eyes across the river.
As he did so a cry of amazement escaped him.
"Great Guns!" he exclaime~; "yonder is our army,
nearly captured! And the men are moving n?rthward on
the double quick! I wonder what that can mean? I
thought it was the intention of the commander-in-chief to
remain where he was when I left him-at least until the
meaning of the mo"l'.ement of the British army was
fathomed.''
Dick watched both armies for a few minutes, and then
he made up his mind that he understood the meaning of
the movement of the patriot army.
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General Washington had decided to march nlong parallel
The men quickly faced about, and to Dick's great sur
with the British, and be in readiness to offer battle, should prise, started back southward
on the double quick.
tb they attempt to cross the river.
In an instant it fl.ashed upon Dick what this meant.
Dick was only partially correct.
The British were going to try to get back to Norris
m The :fact of the matter was, that Washington had sud- town, cross the river
before the patriots could reach th
denly bethought himself that at Reading, which was some point, and then march upon
Philadelph ia with nothing
distance up the river, a lot of supplies :for the use of the in their way to interfere.
patriot army had been collected.
He was confident this was Howe's plan.
He made up his mind that in some way Howe had
"General Washington must be informed of this movelearned of this, and was on his way there to capture the ment of the British immediate ly!"
thought Dick, and he
c provisions and other supplies.
came down out of the treetop in which he had been perched,
v
en course, the · commander-in-chief of the continental with a rush.
I army could not permit this.
Leaping into the saddle, he urged Major toward the
r
The supplies were too valuable.
river.
So he had at once. given the order to march northward
"I m•st cross, and reach and stop our army at the
l on the double-quick.
- earliest possible moment!" murmured Dick.
He must reach Reading ahead of the British.
He was soon at the river.
The British had had considerable the start, but when
He crossed and rode away at a gallop.
Dick saw them, as told above, the redcoats were not more
He soon overtook the patriot army.
than half a mile farther advanced toward the north than
He hastened at once to General Washington, and told
the patriots.
him the news.
But Howe was playing a deeper game than this.
The commander-in-chief was surprised.
It is doubtful if he even knew of the fact that the
He was relieved as well.
supplies were at Reading.
"I see Howe's plan now," he said to General Greene;
At any rate, it was not his intention to proceed there "he is going to hasten back to Norristown, cross
to this
for the purpose of securing the provisions, etc.
side of the river, and march southward upon Philadelph ia."
But Washington could not know this. ·
"Then we must hasten back and head him off!" exHe could only reason from surface indications, and there claimed Sullivan.
was absolutely nothing to be gained, so far as he could see,
The commander-in-chief shook his head.
in going northward as t.he British were doing. unless they
"No," said the chief; "we will let him go. Our men
intended to capture the supplies.
are in poor condition, and we could hardly hope to be sucSo he acted just as he would have acted had he known cessful in a fight with them. They would capture
Phila-·
that this was the intention of the British.
delphia sooner or later, and by letting them execute this
Dick descended from the tree, mounte~ his horse, ana move undisturbed, they will likely become
careless, and
rode onward.
will give us a chance at them a little later en. I am so
As he rode, he kept thinking of what he had just relieved that they were not going up to Reading
to secure
seen.
our provisions, that I am quite willing to let them execuK
He wondered what it really meant, and why the patriot this maneuver undisturbed. Then, when
they have moved
army was proceeding northward on the double quick.
southward, we will move after them, and keep our eyes .
The patriot army marched through Norristown, and on open for an opportunit y to strike them a
severe blow."
to Pottstown, both these towns being on the east side of
"I think your plan is a wise one, General Washingto n,'; ,
the river, and the patriots were now fully abreast the Brit- said Greene; "but don't you think it
would be a gooO.
ish army.
iclea for us to face about and start back, as if trying to head
Dick thought he had noted a disposition to lag, in the them off?"
British ranks for the last half hour or so, and presently
"I think so, General Greene. It will make them feel
he discovered what this portended.
more exultant, and will conduce to making them more ~
Suddenly the British army came to a halt.
careless and confident in the future."
It was at a point nearly opposite Pottstown. and was
"So it will. Will you give the order now, your excelscreened from the observation of the patriot army by lency ?"
"At once!"
b
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r patriot army quickly paused, and then the men
-faced.
n, at the order, they started again, and marched back
·he course which they had just traveled.
ey did not move at double-quick, however.
leral Washington had made up his mind to let the
h get across the river and put their plan in operation.
ten they were yet half a mile away from Norristown,
ntire British army had crossed, and was marching
ard, with banners flying and dr'ums beating.
ve thought he had outwitted and outgeneralled hi.s
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This was indeed pleasing to the proud-spirited Cornwallis.
He sat on his horse with as much dignity and grace as
could King George, whom he loved so well.
His heart swelled with pride.
He realized that in Philadelphia he and his brother officers would be able to spend a seasvn of enjoyment.
Certainly the Tories would do their best to make things
pleasant for the redcoats.
They imagined that it was only a_question of time when
the British would triumph, and the American people would
have to submit again to the yoke of a tyrant.
So they welcomed this opportunity tci toady to the redcoats.

was, as a consequence, in high spirits.
/
· laughed and joked with the members of his staff,
There was no difficulty in finding quarters for the
)Oasted of how he had outwitted that "old fox of a soldiers.
:ington."
The city was full of untenanted "houses-the houses left
'hiladelphia is ours!" he exclaimed, grandiloquently; vacant by the patriots who had fled, and the redcoats
rebel capitol is ours, and we will speedily bring the took possession of these.
; to terms!"
They could not have had things nicer.
~e others agreed with him, a11 in duty bound.
They certainlj appreciated it.
te majority were of the same opinion, however, so they
They had been on board .Admiral Howe's warships for
ot have to play the hypocrite in coinciding in the weeks, and then after landing, had been marching for
of their commander-in-chief.
several more weeks.
e patriot army kept after the British for two days,
They had become very tired of all this.
hen went into camp at a point about ten miles north
Camp life was anything but pleasant.
ermantown.
To be quartered in comfortable houses was indeed a
e British went into camp at Germantown, which was luxury.
/
t six miles out from Philadelphia.
The redcoats hoped that they would remain in Philadelthe same day Cornwallis, with the other portion of the
phia a long time.
lsh army, marched into Philadel~hia with banne~
Their hopes were to be realized.
g, drums beating and his men dressed out in their
The majority of them were destined to remain in Philtest uniforms.
adelphia several months-but of that, anon.
e was accorded a royal welcome.
General Howe came into the city that same evening.
'3 patriot citizens of Philadelphia had hastily packed
He remained over night with General Cornwallis, and
ii left the city as soon as the news of the defeat of
next day both officers took a look over Philadelphia and then
.t1fltriots at Brandywine reached them.
discussed the situation thoroughly.
e result was that the Tories were in almost comGeneral Howe was quite as well pleased as General Corncontrol when the British entered the city.
wallis had been.
few patriots who had been very careful and had acted
He was very well satisfied.
make people think they were neutral had remained.
1
Indeed, he was happy.
hey felt that they were taking chances, but they were
He had defeated Washington at the Brandywine and had
ing to risk it, in order to escape the inconveniences and
Philadelphia. Why should he not be,happy?
captured
mforts of ~ight and exile.
But General Washington did not intend to let the British
;hey knew they would' have to -be very circumspect in
easy, if he could help it.
rest
behavior, however.
He was determined to strike them a severe blow just when
e Tories, as a matter of course, were delighted.
they were feeling the most secure.
ey welcomed Cornwallis joyously.
To that end, he must learn how the British troops at
ey cheered the British soldiers to the echo.
Germantown were stationed.
e redcoats received an ovation all along the line.

to
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This would be absolutely necessary, if he were to sue- he was going upon an errand which might easily end in
ceed.
his death.
Rut i;uch was the case.
To this end, tbe commander-in-chief sent for Dick
Slater.
When he wished to learn anything regarding the British,
he always sent for Dick.
'fhe youth was always so successful that ,General Washington felt safe in sending him . on the most difficult
errands.
Dick was only too eager to go.
General WashingtoJl gave him full instructions regarding
what he wished to learn.
Dick was to enter the "British lines, if possible to do so.
He was to observe carefully the location of all the various
troops.
He was to learn all he could, and then he was to
return.
Dick felt ijiat he would succeed.
He had 0.one so before, why not ag.ain?
Dick felt that he had never gone on a more important
expedition than this one on which he was getting ready to
sta!t, and he made up his :inind to exercise all the care
possible.

CHAPTER III.
DISCOVERED.

Dick walked briskly onward.
As he had figured on doing, he reached the vicinity of
Germantown by seven o'clock.
Be paused and waited until it became dark.
Then he set out again and by exercising great caution,
managed to slip past the pickets and get into town.
O.f course, as he came from the north, he entered the town
at the north side--0r rather at the north end, the town
consisting of one street a mile in length.
There was quite a hill at this point.
Dick reached the top of the hill and started south down
the street.
He went but a short distance before stopping.
At the left hand side of the road, well back in the midst
of extensive grounds, was a large house.
Light streamed from all the windows.
'l'he sound of music came from the house.

He must enter the British lines.
He must do so without his identity being suspected.
To this end he would have to be well disguised.
On two or three occasions Dick had rigged himself up as
"I wonder what is going on there?" thought Dick.
He decided to find out.
a farmer's boy, and he had found this to be the most efHe had plenty of time.
fective disguise he had ever made use of.
He uecided to make use of this disguise again.
In work such as he was engaged upon, he coula not
He went to a farmhouse nea:rby and procured an old afford to pass anything by.
It was best to investigate everything that came up.
cast off suit of clothes.
He had always found this to be the case.
Returning to the encampment, he doffed his uniform and
It had paid him well to do so on more than one
donned the rough suit of clothes.
occasion.
Arrayed in the old suit with heavy cowhide shoes and an
He had secured valuable information where he had in
old slouch hat, Dick looked the typical farmer boy of that
reality expected nothing.
region to the life.
Dick climbed over the fence and made his way to the
At about three o'clock that afternoon he set out afoot.
house.
He was headed southward.
He approached cautiously.
In that direction, twelve miles distant, Jay the. British
He feared there might be dogs about.
encampment.
'l'o have a barking cur come rushing out at him, would
Dick could easily walk three miles an hour, and this be unpleasant.
would take him to the British encampment by ~even o'clock
If there were any dogs about the place, Dick succeeded
in the evening.
in evading them, however, for none put in a.n appearance.
As he walked along the road, whistling a lively air, one
Dick reached the house.
He took up a position at a window and looked in.
would have thought be had not a care in the world.
It was a gay and lively scene upon which his eyes rested.
No one would have suspected that this seeming country
The room into which he looked was a large one.
1
~outh
was the m~•t noted 'PY fa the patriot Mmy md that

l
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In the room were many gentlemen and ladies.
There were a few gentlemen in citizens' clothes, but the
majority wore the uniforms of British officers.
The ladies were finely dressed and many of them were
beautiful.
"Ah I I think I understand,'' thought Dick. "This is
tbe home of some Tory-evidently a rich one-and he is
giving a reception in honor of the British."
Among the officers, Dick saw Generals Howe and Corn·
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He remembered that he was disguised as a farmer's
boy.
This being the case, it would be necessary for him to
act as a farmer's boy would probably act under the same
circumstances.
A farmer's boy would certainly be frightened.
So Dick pretended to be terribly frightened.
He raised his hands above his bead, and his legs shook
so violently as to make the onlooker think their owner was

aLou t to fall to the ground.
These two gentlemen seemed to be enjoying themselves
'' D-d-don't ye shoot, mister!" said Dick in a tremvery much.
bling voice. "I-I-h-hain' t be'n d-doin' nothin', mister!"
In fact, this was the case with all the officers.
"You haven't been doing anything, eh?"
·'N-no, mister."
_The ladies, too, seemed very well pleased.
"Weren't you looking through that window just now?"
The bright, brilliant uniforms, tM gold braid and
"Y-yes, mister; but there wuzn't enny harm in that, wuz
epaulettes seemed to catch their fancy.
As Dick looked upon this, a feeling of bitterness came there?"
"Well, I don't know about that. Why were you looking
over him.
Here were the British officers at a grand reception, Ien- in there?"
"I wanted to see what they wuz doin', mister."
joying themselves hugely while the patriot officers and soldiers were forced to sit and lie about camp fires out in the
"Oh, you did?"
open· air exposed to all kinds of weather.
"Yes, mister."
They were poorly clothed, hundreds of the soldiers being
"Who a:i:e you?" the British soldier asked abruptly.
barefoot and half the time they did not have enough to
"I'm Sam Billings."
eat.
"Sam Billings, eh?''
Dick did not like Tories anyway.
"Yeil, mister."
He thought a great deal less of them than be did of the
"Where do you live?"
British, and the sight upon which he was gazing did not
"Out in ther co~ntry."
lessen his dislike for Tories.
"What are you doing in town at this time of night?"
"I hope the day will come when such men as the owner
"I came arter some medicine," ,,
' ,
of this house will have occasion to repent in sackcloth and
"Oh, somebody sick, eh?"
manthis
in
aches having aided and abetted the British
"Yes, mister; my brother is sick."
ner," thought Dick.
"Well, he's liable to die if you fool around here half thElr
1
He watched the scene for perhaps ten minutes.
night peeking in windows. You don't seem to take his
Then he turned away from the window.
sickness ~ery much to heart."
As be did so,-a stern voice greeted his hearing.
"Well, he ain't so very sick."
"Halt I Hands up!"
Dick bad now become somewhat fearful.
Not ten feet distant stood a British soldier.
looked at the redcoat, he became convinced that
He was plainly visible in the light which streamed out · As he
he had seen the fellow before.
through the window.
In that case, the fellow had probably seen him.
The redcoat held a musket in his bands.
This being true, the redcoat might recognize him at any
It was leveled full at Dick's head.

wal~is.

moment.
Dick was astonished and somewhat startled.
'rhen there would be trouble.
But he was not dismayed.
quail
to
situations
was careful to keep his back toward the light.
dangerous
Dick
many
too
in
He had been
Also he kept his head dropped forward, so that his hat
before the muzzle of a musket.
In such instances as this, Dick's mind always acted very brim would shade his face as much as possible.
He made up his mind that he must get a.way from there
swiftly.
In an instant, almost, bis mind grasped the full situa- as quick as possible.
To this end, he said:
tion, and he decided upon his course of procedure.

8
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"I guess I had better be goin', mister; my brother might
be gettin' worse."
"Hu~!" the redcoat remarked, drily; "you thought of
that rather suddenly, didn't you?"
Dick was sure he detected an undertone of suspicion in
the fellow's remark.
He began to feel somewhat alarmed.
"Well, ye made me think of it, mister;" he said; "an'
now that I have thought of et, I guess I hed better be
goin'."
"Wait a minute," said the redcoat, "don't be in a hurry."
"I hain't been, mister."
"I'm aware of that," w.ith a dry chuckle; "but as you
have delayed this long, you might as well delay a little
longer. I think I shall have to take a, good look at your
face before I let you go."
This was what Dick had feared.
"Whet do ye want t,er look at my face for?" he .asked
innocently.
"Oh, I want to see if I know you."
"Ye don't know me, mister; I never saw you before, an'
ye couldn't hev ever seen me afore."
"Well, I'm going to satisfy myself on that point, anyway. You might be a rebel spy in disguise.'r
"Oh, but I hain't, mister."
"Maybe not; we'll make sure, however. Push your hat
back and turn around so the light will shine on your
face."
Dick asked hi_mself what he should do.
If he refused to do so, the redcoat would, of course,
at once stamp him as a spy.
He would then have to fight for his freedom.
There would be a disturbance.
The house was full of British officers, while all around,
at no great distance were hundreds of redcoats.
He would have difficulty in escaping.
Worse than that, it would put the British on theiT
guard.
They would know a spy was in their midst.
They would be on the lookout, and it would be an extremely difficult matter for him to secure any information.
On the other hand, if he allowed the fellow to -see his
face, Dick feared he would be recognized.
Then there would be trouble just the same.
On the whole, however, there was a chance that the redcoat would not recognize him.
So Dick thought it worth while to take advantage of the
chance.
If he refused, he was sure to get into trouble; if he <lid
...
not refuse, he might escape.
yout.

So he decided to obey the order of the soldier.
He pushed his hat back, and turned so that the lighia1
shone upon his face.
The soldier looked at Dick for eeveral minutes.
At :first there was eo sign of recognition on his face. ti
Presently a puzzled, perplexed look appeared · in his11
eyes.
b
He took a step nearer, and looked at Dick's face very
closely and searchingly.
Dick set his teeth hard.
He felt that he was about to be recognized.
1
And he was preparing for the struggle which would come
immediately afterward.
The redcoat knitted his brows.
"I've seen you before, somewhere!" he declared, positively.
"I don't think ye hev, mister," said J?ick.
"Yes, I have!"
"Ye mebby hev seen somebuddy whut looked like me."
"No, sir; I have seen you!-but where, that's the
question?"
"Ye shorely mus' be mistook, mister."
"No, I am not!"
Dick said no more.
He felt that it- would do no good.
Then, too, the fellow might remember his voice.
He simply stood there, firm and silent, and waited.
He stood the scrutiny unflinchingly..___
There was nothing in his outward appearance to iil"dicate that he was on terrible nervous strain.
But such was the case.
He wished the redcoat would get through looking at
him.
"It'll all come back to him in a flash, presently," thought
the youth; "and then the trouble will begin."
This proved to be the case.
Suddenly Dick, who was watching the fellow as closely
as the fellow was watching him, saw the light of recognition
fl.ash into the soldier's eyes.
An exclamation ,escaped the redcoat.
"I have it I" he cried, his voice ringing out triumphantly;
"I know.who you are now! You are Dick Slater, the rebel
spy!"

CHAPTER IV.
.A :BOLD PLAN.

It ·had come I
Dick was recognized !
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He could not avoid trouble.

If he escaped capture, he would have to act promptly
h~nd effectively.

Dick did so.
As the redcoat uttered the words, "You are Dick Slater,
the rebel spy," Dick caught hold o:f the musket with his
·slift hand, and with his right dealt the redcoat a terrible
blow full on the jaw.
A cry of pain escaped the :fellow.
He went down like a log.
' Dick whirled around on his heel, at the same time bringing the musket around in a wide sweep.
e Then he let go of the weapon, and it went :fl.yin,.g away
into the darkness.
There was a thud, and a wild cry of pain.
The musket had struck some one who had undoubtedly
' been hastening to the spot.

Dick felt about quick and carefully.
He found a couple of bolt.a.
He shot them into place.
None too soon, however.
He heard steps of someone coming down the cellarway.
Then he heard some one lift the latch.
Whoever it was, tried the door.
Of course, it refused to open.
"He didn't come down this way," said a voice; "the
cellar door is bolted on the inside."
Dick smiled as he listened.
"I am glad that you have come to that decision!" he
thought. "It will make it easier for me to follow out my
plans.'~

Dick heard the redcoats go back up the steps.
The outside cellar door went down with a slam.
"I am safe for the _present," thought Dick; "now L
"Well, there's one astonished redcoat, anyway!" thought wonder what sort of a place I have got into, anyway?"
Dick, grimly.
He decided to find out.
Dick lost no time in getting away from there.
He began feeling his way cautiously along.
He hastened around the corner o:f the house.
,. He had to go slow.
He found himself at the rear.
He did not know what he might run into.
He stumbled against something.
He searched around for several minutes, and made his
He discovered that it was an outside cellarway.
way
here and there, and finally he found the steps which
A thought struck Dick.
led to the ground floor of the mansion.
Might he not get into the house by way o:f the cellar?
He made his way carefully up the steps.
He w.ould try.
I He lifted one of the slanting doors, and made his way He tried the door at the top.
It opened to his touch.
d.owu the steps, letting the door down over him as he went.
'·
He ·was careful to open it only a few inches.
He found the latch of the door which opened into the
He looked through the opening.
cellar.
\
He was looking into the kitchen.
He lifted the latch and pushed against the door.
Re had hoped to find the room unoccupied.
It opened!
But
he was disappointed.
"Good!" thought Dick; "I was afraid it would be
bolted!"
He passed through into the cellar.
It was so dark in there that he could not see his hand
before his face.
This did not matter, however.
He could feel his way about.
Just as he passed through the doorway, he heard the
oound of footsteps outside.
He could hear excited voices also.
"The fellow I knocked down has given the" alarm!"
thought Dick.
Then Dick bethought himself that the redcoats might
investigate the cellarway.
He quickly closed the door.
As he did so, he heard one of the cell11r doors come
Jpen.

There was a woman in the room.
Evidently she was the cook.
Dick hoped that she might leave the room presently, on
an errand of some kind.
Then he would slip out, and try to make his. way upstairs.
For he had thought of a plan which he thought would
prove to be a good one.
He knew that he was in a large house.
It was at east two and a half stories high.
Dick thought that he would be able to get a bird's eye
view of the entire encampment of the British from the
attic of the building.
And he had made up his mind to slip upstairs.
He would go up into the attic, remain all night, and
then on the morrow he could take observations, and make
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plans of the positions of the various divisions of the
He made his way slowly up, and when he reached t~
British army.
floor above,
r
. he found himself in a hallway.
DicK pulled the door almost shut.
'l'he hallway extended toward the front of the buildin~
He left only a very small crack, through which he could but Dick had no desire to go in that direction.
keep watch.
He was afraid he might encounter some one who woulf}
give the alarm, and then his plan would be spoiled.
He waited at least half an hour.
He decided to make his way to the attic without delay. >
'l1hen his patience was rewarded.
The continuation of the stairway, leading to the secorn.
The cook left the kitchen in response to a call from
floor, or attic, was close at hand, and Dick had no diffi
another room.
culty in finding it, as the hallway was lighted by candle<
This was Dick's opportunity.
placed at intervals of a few feet.
He embraced it.
In a case of this kind, decisive and prompt action was
Dick opened the door, and passing through, closed it
absolutely necessary.
and made his way up this stairway.
It was dark here, and Dick had to feel his way.
It would not do to hesitate.
When he reached the top of the stairs, he placed his cake!
The spy who would hesitate to act would be a failure.
pies and pail of water on the floor, and went back down the
And Dick was far from being a failure.
stairs.
He opened the door quickly and noiselessly.
)

He stepped out into the kitchen, clpsing the cellar door
He cautiously opened the door and looked out.
behind him as he did so.
There _was no one in the hallway.
Dick was sure that there would be a back stairway leading
Dick stepped o~t into the hall, and quickly appropriating
from the kitchen to the upstairs rooms.
a couple of candles, he hastened back.
•
And he was right.
He just did get through the doQrway and get it closed iri
time.
He saw the door,..leading to the stairway at a glance.
He hastened across the kit.chen.
A couple of British officers entered the hallway at the
He went on tiptoe, so as to make no noise.
farther end, just as Dick pulled the door shut.
!I.
In crossing the room, he passed ·a table on which were
Had he been five seconds later, he would have been seen.
dozens of fine cakes and pies.
As it was, he escaped detection.
tJ
He
made
his
way
up
to the top of the stairs, and began)
Dick understood what this meant.
making an inv.~stigation.
There was to be a grand banquet held that evening.
t

These fine cakes and pies, and other good things were inAs he had suspected, this was the main attic, and contended for tickling the palates of the British officers.
tained the servants' rooms.
Dick was hungry.
It would not do for him to try to remain here.
He had had no supper.
He would b~ discovered, sure.
Dick felt confident there was a second attic, however,
He made up his mind that he might as well have some
and he began looking for the stairs leading to it.
of the good things as to let the redcoats have them all.
He found the stairs presently.
So he grabbed up three pies and a cake.
On the table was a small pail filled with water.
They consisted of a narrow flight of steps, running up at
Dick seized this, also.
a very steep angle.
He was thirsty even now.
This did not matter to Dick.
He could climb them.
He would be parched with thirst before morning, if he
did not get some water to drink.
It diJ not take him long to carry his cake, pies and
So he was glad of a chance to secure some.
pail of water up the stairs, and when he had done this, he 1
Holding onto the cake and pies, and to the pail of water, closed the door and bolted it.
Dick hastened on across the room.
"There! I feel better!" he thought, with a sigh of
Reaching the door, he opened it.
relief. "I don't think they will discover my presence ups
A glance up the stairway showed him that the coast was here, and I can take it easy until morning."
clear.
Dick had extinguished one candle, and by the light of tl
He passed through the doorway, and closed the door.
Then he began a cautious ascent of the stairs.

the other he proceeded to eat his supper.
d
"This is somewhat richer food than I have been ac-
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h~ustomed to," the youth thought, with a smile; "but I

uess I can stand it for this once."
He enjoyed the pie and cake immensely.
There was plenty of water to last him till next day, and
e felt that he was very nicely situated.
He almost laughed aloud as he thought oi the surprise
!lf the cook when she found one of her cakes and three of
~<lhe pies missing.
fi "She will wonder where they have gone!" he thought;
e~'well, I don't think she will .find out in a hurry!"
Dick spent the night in perfect security.
He was wide awake when morning came.
The sun came up bright and clear.
There was a window in the room in which Dick had
e}pent the night.
, · From it he could see the town, and the country for miles
round.
There was another attic room.
In it were three windows, and he was enabled to see in
gihe other directions.
He had paper, quill and ink, and he spent half the day
taking observations and drawing up plans of the location
bf the various divisions of the British army.
When Dick had at last completed this work, he heaved
sigh of satisfaction.
" There," he murmured; "I think that with the aid of
his, General Washington will be able to make an attack
ri. the British with great advantage.
Now, the next thing
o do_is to get back to him with it."
This was the thing, sure enough.
How was he to accomplish it?
Clearly he would have to wait till after nightfall to
ake the attempt.
He would not dare risk it in the daytime.
The afternoon moved away slowly.
It is always the case when one is waiting.
Dick did not suffer from hunger or thirst, however.
He had some of the pie and cake left and also some of

In order to get out of doors, Dick would have to go
through the kitchen.
It would be difficult to accomplish this without being
seen by the cook.
Dick opened the door at the foot of the stairs an inch or
two and looked out.
It was as he had feared.
The cook was in the kitchen.
Dick's idea was to cross the kitchen to the door opening
upon the stairs leading down into the cellar, and go down
into the cellar and out the way he had come in.
But it would be impossible to do this as long as the
cook was in the room.
He would have to wait.
This he did.
He had to wait at least an hour.
At the end of tha.t time the cook having finished her
work, extinguished the light and left the kitchen.
Dick waited only a few minutes longer.
Then he stepped out into the kitchen.
He made his way across the room, opened the door leading to the cellar stairs, and made his way down into the
cellar.
It was very dark, but Dick did not have much difficulty in
reaching the door leading to the outside cellarway.
Reaching the door he unbolted it.
He opened the door, passed through and made his way
up the steps.
He lifted one of the outside cellar doora.
He lifted it cautiously.
He thought it probable that there were sentinels about.
His experience of the night before had taught him this.
It was almost as dark outdoors as it had been in the
cellar.

He could not have seen a sentinel at a distance of three
yards.
Dick stepped up out of the cellarway and was lowering
the door when it slipped out of his grasp and went down
with a crash.
Evening came at last.
"Jovel that'll bring somebody here in a jiffy," thought
Dick thought it best not to fry to escape from the house Dick. "I must get away from here in a hurry."
.\lt too early an hour, howeve: so he waited till about nine
At this instant the sound of hurrying footsteps came to
~'clock.
Dick's ears.
I
'rhen he decided to make the attempt.
1
He unbolted the attic door and made liis way down the
~tairs to the floor below.
CHAPTER V.
Seeing no one in the hallway he crossed it, and opening
TH"FJ BA'. rTLE -OF GERMANTOWN.
he door opening onto the stairs, he made his way slowly
down .
Dick did not delay an instant.
Now would come the tug of war.
He leaped away and ran at his best speed.
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He ran in a direction diagonally away from that from
When be reached the foot of the bill be slackened h!
which came the sound of approaching footsteps.
pace to a moderate walk.
Suddenly Dick collided with something.
He felt safe now.
The something was a man.
There was no need of hurrying.
Undoubtedly he was a British sentinel.
Dick knew that be bad a long walk ahead of him an
Dick collided with the fellow with such force as to hurl thought it best not to over-exert himself.
him to the ground.
Dick walked steadily onward for more than four hours.
1t was half past two o'clock in the morning when h
The redcoat gave utterance to. a cry of mingled pain and
reached the patriot encampment.
amazement.
He went at once to his quarters and lying down wa
Doubtless he wondered what had struck him.
soon asleep.
Dick was brought "almost to a standstill.
He was up early next morning, and after breakfast h
Naturally he was jarred considerably by the impact.
He gathered himself together again instantly, however, went to headquarters and reported to the commander-in
chief.
and bounded onward through the darknese.
When General Washington saw the plan which Dick ha<
"Halt! Hold on! Who goes there? What struck me
anyway? Where are you? What are you? Who are you?" drawn, showing the positions of the various divisions of th
Dick heard the redcoat give utterance to these dis- British army, he was delighted.
"You have done splendidly, Dick !" he said ; "with t h
jointed questions, but he did not stop to answer.
aid
of this, l shall be able to arrange my plans as well as i
Bang!
I had been on the ground and seen the location of th
The redcoat had fired into the darkness.
Of course the fellow fired at random and the bullet came British army myself."
nowhere near Dick.
"I think you will find the plan correct in ·every respect
It would have been a great accident, indeed, had the your excellency," said Dick.
bullet hit the ileeing youth.
"I am sure of that, my boy; so sure of it, in fact, that
am going to use it as a basis for arranging my plans fo
Dick knew that be must be almost to the fence.
making an attack upon the British."
Fearing that be might run into it and hurt himself, be
And General Washington did so.
slowed down to a walk.
He called a council of war.
He extended his arms in front of him.
He showed the plan of the British encampment to th
Presently his han:ds came in contact with the fence.
members of his staff.
He leaped over the fence and made his way down the
road.
The plans for attacking the British were arranged ii
detail.
He walked rapidly but very cautiously so as to make little
It was decided to make the attack early in the morniil[
or no noise.
of the 4th day of October.
The shot fired by the sentinel had caused considerable ex·
On the evening of October 3d the patriot army brok1
citement.
camp.
Dick heard excited voices in several directions.
It had been decided to attack the Briti::,h at four
He did not know but he might n m upon some redcoat ferent points at one and the same time.
at any moment.
·w hen night came on, it proved to be very dark.
/

He did not, however.
The road was quite rough and this made it hard worY
Luck was with him.
marching.
Then, too, he was going away from the British encampIt was an especially difficult matter to get the cannoll
ment.
along.
The house which Dick had been in, and which he later
Naturally, but slow progrees was made.
on learned was the home of a Tory named Chew, was at
It took the army all night long to march the twelvi
the extreme north end of Germantown, and the British miles, and to make matters worse, along toward mornin€
encampment did not extend any farther north than this, a thick fog eet in.
consequently Dick was outside the British lines as soon as
As the patriot army neared Germantown, it diTided u
he started down the road. •
into four divisions.
Di rk Wfll' not rhallenged.
The divisions parted company.
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One went to the right hand and two to the left.
As a :result of this, a division of the patriot army under
They were to move in a semi-circle and attack the B~it General Stephen encountered another division of the patriot army under General Wayne and mistaking it for a
ish from the sides.
The largest division of the four, commanded by Wash- party of British, attacked it fiercely.
'
ington himself, kept straight onward up the road.
Wayne's men being attacked from both front and rear,
It reached and ascended the hill on the top of which tried to extricate themselves, and in doing so, came upon
was Judge Chew1s house.
the left flank of Sullivan's division.
Near . the fop of the hill the British pickets were enThis caused great confusion.
countered.
Suddenly the men were seized with a panic.
They fled and gave the alarm.
They began to retreat.
Soon the alarm became general.
The retreat soon became general.
The loud roar of cannon was heard.
The men sooµ got over their panic and the retreat was
Drums were heard beating, and soon the crash and rattle conducted in good order; the battle was ended and while
of musketry awoke the echoeil.
the patriots had not been what might be termed defeated,
The battle was on.
yet they haq failed to defeat the British.
The British were taken entirely by surprise.
The patriot army retreated to Whitemarsh, which was
six miles from Germantown.
They had not been expecting an attack.
Here they went into camp.
Being aroused out of their slumber in this manner, the
redcoats were confused and disconcerted.
The soldiers were not disheartened, for they had come
In the fog it was impossible to see what was going on. within ap. ace of routing General Howe's army.
This made it still more disconcerting to the British.
They were disappointed, of course, by their failure, but
The British soldiers in the vicinity of Judge Chew's it could not be helped, and they made the best of the
house rushed to it and entered.
situation.
The house was a large one and easily accommodated four
Washington had made his attempt and failed and now he
or five hundred men.
established his army at Whitemarsh and waited for the
As it was a stone house and very solidly built, it would British to do something.
The army was in bad shape.
be an almost impregnable fortress.
This move of the British was detected by the patriots.
Hundreds of the soldiers were almost naked.
An attack was made upon the house.
Hundreds had no shoes.
The B.r itish fired through the windows, however, and
Comparatively few had blankets and the nights were now
shot down a number of patriot soldiers.
growing cold enough so that there was much suffering.
The cannon were brought up and brought to boor upon
It was a:ia extremely difficult matter to get enough to
eat.
the house.
'rhe intention was to batter down the walls.
The reason for this was obvious.
Shot after shot was fired and a number of the British
The farmers for miles around Philadelphia took all their
soldiers were killed, but it was found that it was going produce to Philadelphia and sold it to the British.
to be a very difficult matter to batter the building to
The redcoats had gold with whicli to pay for the
pieces.
produce, while the patriots had nothing better than conMeanwhile the battle was raging :fiercely at other points. tinental currency which was almost worthless.
Dick and his company of "Liberty Boys" were in the
Of course this forced the patriot soldiers to resort to
thick of the fight.
foraging.
They did splendid work.
They had to have something to eat.
They fought with the vigor and enthusiasm of youth
Of course, as far as they knew they confined their forand the coolness of veterans.
aging tactics to the Tdry farmers of the neighborhood.
Still it was a hard matter to get enough to eat.
In truth, all the patriot soldiers fought splendidly, and
but for an unfortunate accident history would have unThere was hardly sufficient food in the surrounding
doubtedly recorded a victory for the patriot army, instead country to feed an army.
of a defeat.
General Washington hardly Imew what to do.
As we have said, a fog overhung all and made . it imThen, too, he had to be on his guard against an attack
possible to see anything distinctly, even at a short distance. by th• Bdfoh .
~
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As the days wore on and Howe made no attack, however, he became more and more ill at ease.
Why was Howe waiting?
Washington suspected that Howe and Cornwallis were
laying some deep plot for his undoing.
Not wishing to be taken by surprise and consequently
at a disadvantage, the commander-in-chief sent for Dick
Slater.
"Dick," he said, "I am puzzled at the inaction of the
British. I don't know what it means, but I wish to know,
and I am going to ask you to go into Philadelphia and
try to find out. Are you willing to attempt it?"
"I am, your excellency," was the prompt reply. "I am
not only willing,' but glad to do so. I will go to Philadelphia at once and find out what the intentions of the
British are, jf such a thing is possible."
"Good, Dick I I knew you would be willing to do this.
I have never yet found you wanting."
"You have but to command, your excellency, and I will
obey."
General Washington gave Dick a few further instructions, and then Dick left headquarters.
He returned to his own quarters and began making
preparations for his trip to · Philadelphia.
He doffed his continental uniform and donned the suit
of clothes such as is worn by farmer boys.
"Where are you going, Dick?" asked Bob Estabrook.
"To Philadelphia, Bob."
"To Philadelphia!"
"Yes."
~'Right into the lion's den, eh?"
"Yes, into the British lion's den, Bob."
"You are going on a spying expedition?"
"Yes, Bob."
"Say, Dick, let me go along with you," cried Bob,
eagerly.
"I'd like to have you go along, old man, were it not for
the fact that I think I can do better alone."
"All right, Dick, just as you say. Be careful, though,
and don't get into any trouble."
"I'll try and not get into trouble, Bob."
When Dick had finished making the change of clothing
he went out, saddled and bridled a horse and mounting, rode
away.
It was now about half past four in the afternoon.
It was twelve miles to Philadelphia.
Dick rode at a moderate pace and reached the city just as
the sun was setting.
He rode to a livery stable, left the horse there and
1rnlked down the street.
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"Well, I'm here," he thought.
learn the plans of the British."

"Now to see if I can

CHAPTER VI.
SPYING IN PHILADELPHIA.

Everywhere were British soldiers.
The streets were thronged with them.
The redcoats were a joll1 lot.
To judge by their actions, they were certainly having a
good time.
They marched up and down the streets talking, laughing and singing.
They were evidently having plenty to .eat and also plenty
to drink.
They occupied comfortable quarters.
There was no reason why they should not be happy.
Dick could not help drawing a comparison between these
well-fed, well-dressed redcoats and his half-naked, halfstarved comrades up at Whitemarsh, who instead of occupying comfortable beds in houses at night, had to lie on the
cold ground.
A feeling of bitterness took possession of Dick's heart.
He wished that it might be possible for the patriot army
to attack the British and drive them out of their comfortable quarters in Philadelphia, but he realized that it
could not be done.
It was while i~ this mood that a redcoat bumped against
him with such force as to almost knock him off the sidewalk.
The redcoat was a member of a group of five who were
coming along the street in the opposite direction from
that of which Dick was going.
That the redcoat had bumped against Dick purposely was
evident, for he and his comrades set up a roar of laughter
when they saw how nearly Dick had come to going off
into the gutter.
Had the redcoat only known it, he had chosen a bad
subject with which to have sport.
The time, too, was inappropriate.
Dick had just been drawing comparisons between the
redcoats and bis comrades, and his heart was filled with
bitterness and anger.
Therefore the action of the r%coat was like putting the
torch to a powder magazine.
"You cowardly redcoated scoundrel!" cried Dick in a
tense, fierce ~oice. "Take that I"
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They would have to give this youth a thrashing now or
"That!" was a blow straight from the shoulder.
comrades.
The redcoat did take that, or more correctly speaking, else be disgraced forever in the eyes of their
afterwards.
heads.
their
up
hold
not
could
They
perhaps, he received it.
They leaped to their feet.
He received it squarely between the eyes.
Again they rushed to the attack.
He went down as if he had been struck by a cannon
They were determined to beat the audacious youth down
ball.
by sheer force of numbers.
Dick was very angry and had struck with all his might.
Had Dick been an ordinary youth they would no doubt
Cries of amazement and anger escaped the fellow's comhave succeeded.
rades.
But he was not an ordinary youth.
"Go for him, fellows I" cried one. "Let's kill the
He was a natural ath1ete.
country bumpkin!"
He was alive, supple, active as a cat and quick as a
"We'll pound him to death I" cried another.
flash of lightning.
Then they attacked Dick fiercely.
In addition he was phenomenally strong, could deliver a
Of course the four thought they would have no diffistronger than most men were capable of delivering,
culty in disposing of the one and that one ostensibly a blow
and was moreover somewhat versed in the art of selfgawky country youth.
defense.
But they were to be speedily undeceived.
He was here, there and everywhere.
Dick's blood was up.
The redcoats found it practically impossible to strike
He felt as if he, single-handed and alone, could whip
Dick a blow that would do any damage.
a dozen redcoats.
He dodged, ducked, parried and evaded by leaping
He met the fellows more than half way.
there, and the best that they could do was to
He dealt out blows with the speed of lightning fl.ashes. here and
a few glancing blows.
Almost before they knew what had happened, Dick had strike
Dick, on the contrary, had no difficulty in landing upon
knocked the four redcoats down.
and he soon bad them piled up upon the
They scrambled to their feet and rushed to the attack his opponents,
sidewalk.
again.
A ~oodly portion of the crowd now applauded Dick.
They were wild with rage.
Even some of the redcoats did so.
They gave utterance to curses and threats.
They could not help it.
The fellow who had been knocked down first, was the
Such magnificent work by one person against five demaddest one of the lot.
The combat would seem to be unequal, but it was not manded applause.
"It beats anything I ever saw," said one ma:a in citi· so unequal as it seemed.
zen's clothes.
The redcoats were blind with rage.
"It is wonderful," said another.
Dick was as cool as a cake of ice.
it is."
"Indeed
He did not show a trace of excitement.
· "I would not have believed such a thing possible, had I
He had full command of all his faculties.
The result was that he soon succeeded in knocking down not seen it with my own eyes."
"Nor I."
the redcoats once more.
The redcoats struggled to their feet once more.
He had them piled across each other.
They were considerably slower about this, however, than
Of course the combat attracted the attention of passersby.
they had been before.
Soon a large crowd collected.
Dick's blows and the jar of contact with the pavement
their
Th! crowd was largely made up of redcoats, but to
credit be it said, none of them attempted to take a hand had dazed them somewhat.
They were now madder than ever, however.
against Dick.
More, they were desperate.
Doubtless they thought that if five of their comrades
They realized that they were no match f<>r the supposed
could not prove themselves a mat.ch for one country youth,
youth.
country
they deserved to be soundly thrash1:d.
They decided to resort to the use of weapons.
The redcoats were not ready to give it up.
As soon as they were on their feet, each drew a pU!tol.
In fact, they were now thoroughly aroused.
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His stand was approved by all with the exception, of ave
"Kill the country lont f" cried one hoarsely.
ton
course, of the five angry redcoats.
"Shoot him full of boles!" cried another.
They were not pleased by his interference.
"We'll teach him to strike soldiers and gentlemen!"
"What right have you to interfere, Shipley?" growled
growled a third.
"Pretty soldiers and gentlemen you are!" cried Dick, one of the redcoats.
"What right? The right of duty. I owe it to the
in a clear, ringing voice.
British army and to myself as a member of said army to
His tone was full of scorn and defiance.
prevent you, who are also members of the army, from doing
Dick realized that he was in great danger.
something which would bring disgrace upon British solThe redcoats. were desperate.

They were wild with rage, on account of the manner in diers as a class."
"Bahl you talk like a preacher, Shipley!"
which they had been handled by the youth, and would not
"No; I am talking common sense. I am willing to leave
hesitate to shoot, he was sure.
'e
it to the crowd if this is not so."
But Dick did not flinch.
"Of course it is!"
"Get out of the way there, you people who do not want
This went up in a cry from a score of throats.
tG get bullets not intended for you!" cried one of the red>e
"Put up your pistols!" cried others.
coats. "We're going to fire now."
"Yes, yes! Don't make fools of yourselves!" from still
Instahtly there was a great 5cramble among the specothers.
tators.
The five angry redcoats saw that the sentiment of the
Those who were behind Dick got out of the way with all
crowd was unanimously against them.
possible speed.
l
They felt that it would be unwise for them to press the
Meantime Dick's mind was working with lightning-like
matter further.
rapidity.
So they reluctantly returned their pistols to their belts.
What should he do?
"All right, lieutenant," said one; "l guess it will have
He did not intend to stand there and allow himself to be
be as you say. I think it is a shame, however, that after 0
to
to
take
shot down, but what was the best" action to
being pounded up as we have been, we are not allowed to ll
prevent it?
up matters with that young scoundrel."
even
He had just decided to leap to one side into the midst of
Dick gently pushed the lieutenant to one side, and taking d
the crowd in order to avoid the bullets from the redcoats'
a step forward, confronted the speaker.
pistols, when up to a level the pistols came.
"You will do well, sir, to be careful," said Dick, in a
Instantly Dick crouched to make the leap.
quiet, yet somewhat threatening tone. "You fellows beBut he did not make it.
l
gan this affair, and I have simply defended myself, which
There came an interruption.
is something that is every man's right and privilege to do.
A British soldier wearing the uniform of a lieutenant
I give you fair warning not to apply an epithet to me
leaped forward with drawn sword and placed himself
~.gai:i;i."
squarely in front of Dick.
The redcoats made no reply in words.
"Cowards !" he cried. "What do you· mean? You. must
They gave vent to low, angry inarticulate mutteriugs.
be mad ! If you five men wearing the uniform of British
Had they desired, they would have leaped upon the bold
soldiers, should so far forget yourself, should prove yourselves to be cowards, should disgrace the uniforms which youth.
But they did not dare.
you wear and the army to which you belong, by shooting
They had tried this to their full and complete satisdown this unarmed youth, I for one should ever after be
ashamed to acknowledge myself a member of an army hav- faction.
At this in~ant startling thing happened.
ing iri. its ranks even five such poltroons ! You shall not
A British soldier who stood at the edge of the circle surdisgrace yourselves, your uniforms and the British army
in such fashion, if I can help it. If you kill this youth, rounding Dick and his opponents, and who had been watching Dick closely and listening to his voice, leaped forward
you will have to kill me first!"
Instantly a great cry of approval went up from the and jerked the youth's hat off his head.
"Just as I thought!" he cried, eagerly and excitedly.
crowd.
"This young fellow is Dick Slater, the rebel boy spy! I
rhe spectators cheered the youn~ lieutenant wildly.
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well.
ve seen him before and know him
on't let him get away I" ·

Seize him I

n

Dick wished it were darker still.
ld be for fom.
'l'he darker it was, the better it wou
redcoats. "He is a
"Sto p him I Stop him !" cried the
y!"
rebel spy! · Don' t let him get awa
street tried to stop
A couple of redcoats coming up t he

Dick.
They speedily regretted doing so.
Crack I Crack !
DICK l!' INDS FRIE NDS .
knocked the fellows
With two well-directed blows Dick
down.
Dick was take n by surprise.
The n he dart ed down a side street.
er.
He realized that he was in great dang
Dick was a fast runner.
at least a hundred
In the crowd surr oun ding him were
e rapidly.
He drew away from his pursuers quit
dcoats.
ed up it.
Reaching the next street, Dick turn
He could not fight them all.
This was more of a residence street.
away from there
His only hope of safety lay in gett ing
There was not much stir anywhere.
.
fore they co?ld lay hands on him.
e, if any, attention.
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a surbeen
had
oat
redc
the
of
ds
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and
If the action
pursuers, and they
He had nothing to fear save from his
rise to the crowd.
rise to Dick, it had also been a surp
were rapidly being distanced.
amazement.
All stared at Dick in open mouthed
s street, some one
Suddenly as Dick approached a cros
being, incapable of
They seemed dazed and for the time
with him.
came boull'ling out and almost collided
ction.
a glance, a boy of
The some one was, as Dick saw at
Not so Dick.
about his own age.
He acted instantly.
boy exclaimed. "l
"I thought I'd head you off!" the
Whirling, he dart ed into the crowd.
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ably
ider
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me
beco
had
Dick
nd
street here.
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I am a patr iot and live just up the
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thin
Dick
and
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it.
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diffi
ad not much
you."
, the redcoats sud- through looking for
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could not see the expression on the
Dick
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tuation.
si_
the
of
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real
the
to
sed
arou
denly became
ere and he decided to
youth's face, but the tone was sinc
They had all heard of Dick Slater.
t noted spy in the trus t him.
They knew that he was the mos
way and I will
"Th ank you," said Dic k; "lea d the
patr iot army.
e had oft'ered a re- follow."
They were aware that General How
street.
The youth ran diagonally across the
ward for the youth's capture.
Dick kept close behind him.
be a big feather in
If they could capture him it would
pursuers but could
They could hear the shouts of thei r
ets.
thei r caps and money in thei r pock
not see them.
I So they star ted iii purs uit.
of perhaps three
They kept on up the street a distance
of hounds afte r a
They raced afte r Dick like a pack
hundred yards.
fox.
e which stood well
Dirk's guid e paused in fron t of a hous
atened to shoot him
'Phey yelled for him to stop and thre
back from the street.
if he did not.
was just visible, that
It stood among some trees and
But Dick did not stop.
was all.
as captured.
He felt that he mig ht as well be shot
"Co me on."
"Th is is where I live," said the boy.
shot anyway.
If captured he would probably be
.
He opened a gate and p,assed through
g.
Or, worse yet, he mig ht even be hun
Dick followed .
thei r breath in
So the redcoats were merely wasting
led the way to the
The n the boy cloi!ed the gate and
.
stop
to
calling to him
house.
d go.
Dick ran onward as fast as he coul
the door.
Reaching the house, he knocked on
Behind him came the redcoats.
· "Come in !" cried.a voice.
It was now almost dark.
CH APT ER VIL
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The youth opened the door and entered.
"Come in," he invited, and Dick did so.
The boy closed the door and barred it.
Then he turned to a woman who had been sitting in a
rockingchair in front of the fireplace, but who had risen as
they entered, and said:
"Mother, this is Dick Slater, a patrio t soldier and spy.
The redcoats are after him, and I told him we would hide
him."

'l'hen the three sat down in front of the fire and talk
for same time.
Knowing he could place perfect confidence in them, Do
told Mrs. Dilworth and Tom what his errand was in comi •
to the city.
Mrs. Dilworth was greatly interested.
"I believe we are in a position to render you some 2
sistance, Dick," she said.
o
"How is that?" asked Dick eagerly.
n
"You are right, my son," said the woman.
"I'll tell you. Our next door neighbor, living on tlf
Then she advanced and shook. hands with Dick.
corner, is a strong patrio t but the British adjutant-genen!!I
"I am glad to know you, Dick," she said. "You do not is quarte
red in their house. I know that Gene!als Ho\\
seem like a stranger, however. We have heard of you and and Cornwallis and the other staff officers often come theY
·
your doings through my husband who is with General and
hold council of war in the adjutant-general's roo
Washington's army. He has told us a great many stories Mrs. Gordo n-that iii the patriot 's name- was over this
aJ
regarding you and your adventures, when he was home for ternoon and she told me the adjutant-general had give1
a few days a couple of months ago."
her orders to have all the members of her family in be;
· "Wha t is your husband's name? " asked Dick. "I may early. She said that was the way he always did whei
know him."
there was a council of war to be held. Now, if you coull
be
where you could overhear what was said, you could n~
"Dilw orth; Tom Dilworth."
''Ah !" exclaimed Dick; "I know him well. There is not doubt acquire some valuable inform ation."
"I am sure of it!" exclaimed Dick. "Could you noo
a man in the patrio t army whose friendship I value more
arrange it for me, Mrs. Dilworth? I would give a great
highly than that of Tom Dilworth."
deal
to overhear the conversation of the Brl.tish officers."
"Hurr ah!" exclaimed the boy in a cautious undertone.
"P-erhaps I may be able to arrange it," said Mrs. Dil~
''So you know my father ?"
worth.
"I shall be only too glad to try."
"Yes, indeed," replied Dick.
"I shall be very gratef ul to you if you will do so."
''How close were the redcoat::;?" asked Mrs. Dilworth.
Mrs. Dilworth rose and put on her bonnet.
"Do you think they saw you enter here?"
.. I will run over and see Mary. It will take me only a
"I hardly think so, mother," said the youth. "They few
minutes."
we!e not very close. We couldn't see them, and I don't
She took her departure at once.
think they could see us."
She was gone perhaps ten- minutes.
"I am glad of that," said Mrs. Dilworth. "I don't
When she return~d, there was a pleased look on her
want to get the attention of the redcoats turned toward us face.
if we can help it."
"You were successful!" exclaimed Dick, joyously.
"But in case they should come, mother, where· can w~
"Yes," replied Mrs. Dilwo rth; "Mary was perfectly
hide Dick? "
willing to let you enter the horn>e for the purpose of spying
"In the secret room upstairs, Tom."
on the British officers, even though she knew she was en"That 'e so, mother, I had forgot about that. Let the danger
ing the safety of herself and family by doi~g so.
redcoats come on if they want to. We can hide you where She
is a brave and noble woman."
they couldn't find you in a week, Dick."
"Indee d she must be,'' said Dick, earnestly. "One thing
"Than k you, Tom; I'm glad to hear that,'' said Dick.
is certain, I shall be very careful not to do anythi ng that
They listened intently for sounds of the redcoats.
will lead to my detection and her exposure. ' I would not
They listened for perhaps a quarte r of an hour but have
trouble come to her or any of the members of her
heard nothing t~ indicate the approach of the enemy.
family as a result of this for anythi ng in the world."
"I guess they didn't see us come in here," said Tom, at
"I doubt if she would have agreed to let you eni:er the
last. "! think you may consider yourself absolutely safe house,
had I not told her who you were. She has heard a
now, Dick."
great deal about you and is willing to trust you, when she
"l think so myself,'' replied Dick. "I think that, thanks would
not have been willing to trust a person of whom
t.o yo11, I am safe, Tom."
she had never heard. "
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Then they saw several dark forms approach the front
'l'his pleased Dick.
He was 'not at all vain, but it gave him a feeling of of the house.
"There they come,'' whispered Toro, eagerly.
· nest pleasure to know that he was held in such esteem.
''I think so, Tom," whispered Dickfo reply.
· "I don't think your friend will regret what she is going
The youths said no more.
~do,'' said Dick, earnestly. "She certainly shall not if I
watched, however, with all their eyes.
They
•
~n help it."
'The youths could jU&t make out the forms of the a.p"She said for you to come over and hide near the
they counted six in all.
use," said Mrs. Dilworth. "You are to remain bidden proaching persons, and
The six newcomers halted at the front door and knocked.
ntil after the British officers have entered the house. Then
Presently the youths heard the door open.
ter a few more minutes have elapsed, you will give three
Then they saw the six men disappear, one by one,
ght raps on the door, three times in succession. She will
dmit you at once and conduct you to a point whence it through the doorway.
door close.
ill be possible to overhear what is said by the British I Then they heard the
"Good!" whispered Tom. "They're in there, Dick. I
lot of valuable information."
"Thank you, Mrs. Dilworth," said Dick. "You have only hope you'll secure a
"I hope so, too, Tom."
Jeen very kind to me, and if I succeed in securing any inDick waited about five minutes, and then he said:
~ ormation of value to-night, I will owe it to you."
"I guess I'll go in now, Tom. You had better run back
"Don't speak of it," said Mrs. Dilworth. "I have
over there as soon as I get
one only my duty, and if you succeed in securing val- home. I'll come straight
through here."
able information, I shall be very, very happy."
"All right, Dick."
"I guess I bad better go now," said Dick. "I want to be
Torn made his way back in the direction of his mother's
n hand when those British officers begin holding their
house, while Dick made his way to the front door of the
ouncil of war."
"I judge you bad better go," said Mrs. Dilworth. "Toro, Gordon house.
He gave three light raps on the door, and repeated this
ou go with Dick and show him the way."
twice more at short intervals.
"All right, mother."
The door opened almost ~ediately.
"You will come back here, will you not, Dick?" a?ked
It swung inward noiselessly.
Irs. Dilworth.
All was dark with.in.
"Yes, I will stop and let you lmow wh~at success I have
"Step softly," whispered a voice in Dick's ear. "Upon
ad. If I secure any importan t information, however, I
will remain only a few minutes. If r don't secure any in- your life, don't make any noise."
Dick stepped through the doorway and into the house,
lformation of value, then I may remain with you several
those of a cat.
days-pro vided you are willing that I should do so. I his feet making no more noise than
As soon as he was inside, the door was closed again as
shall not return to the patriot army until after I have sesilently as it had been opened.
cured information of value."
"You had better remove your shoes and carry them in
"We shall be glad to have you remain with us as long
your band," whispered the voice in Dick's ear.
as you care to do so," said Mrs. Dilworth, heartily.
Dick knew this was good advice.
"Thank you!"
He quickly removed his shoes, and taking them in his
Then Dick and Tom left the house.
ready.
Toro led the way, and they were soon in the yard of the hand, whispered that he was
Dick knew that his companion was a woman.
next door neighbor.
Of course she could be no other than Mrs. Gordon.
They took up a position near the corner of the house.
She took Dick by the arm.
"I'll stay till you go in the house, Dick," whispered
"Come," she whispered; "I dare not have a light, so
Tom.
will have to lead you. We will move slowly so as to make
He was immensely interested.
no noise."
He was patriot to the core.
g
The two made their way slowly 'along until they came
somethin
doing
was
he
He was delighted to think that
to a stairway.
to aid the cause of liberty.
Then they made their way up the stairway to the next
Dick.
"All right, Tom," whispered
floor.
The youths waited perhaps half an hour.
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They were in a hallway now, and they made their way
"By the way, General Howe," said one of the men int
along it slowly and carefully.
room, "have you decided, as yet, when this attack will
The farthe r they went the more cautious they became. made?
"
The woman whispered that they were nearin g the room
It was coming at last.
oceupied by the British soldiers.
Now Dick would learn when this attack was to be ma<
"The room adjoin ing the one they are in is empty ," she
He listened eagerly, intently.
said. "I am going to conduct you into it. There is a
connecting doorway, but it is locked. You can listen at
the keyhole and hear everything that is said in the next
room."
CHAP TER VIII.
"Than k you," whispered Dick; "that will do nicely."
DICK GAINS SOME V.ALU.ABLE INFOR:M.ATlON.
Presen tly the woman conducted Dick throug h a doorway
and into a room on the lefthan d side of the hall.
"Well, I'll tell you," came to Dick's ears in Generi
"This is the room," whispered the woman. "You will Howe's
voice; "I bad intend ed puttin g off the matter ti
be able to overhear everything that. is said. Be very care- the first
of next week, but now I shall not do so. We wi
ful and don't let them discover your presence here."
make the attack to-morrow night. "
"I will be earefu l," whispered Dick.
"To-m orrow night! " though t Dick. "Ah! it is lucky
The woman glided out of the room and noiselessly closed came to
Philad elphia when I did."
the door.
It was evident that the other officers were surprise<
Dick was in utter darkness, save for one point at the also.
opposite side of the room, where a faint streak of light was
"'l'o-morrow night! " they exclaimed in chorus.
'risible.
"Yes, to-morrow night. "
This light, Dick doubted not, came throug h the keyhole
"Why so soon?" asked one.
in the door.
"I'll tell you why: Because Dick Slater, the boy spy, ii
t
Bending down, Dick placed his shoes on the floor.
in the city!"
He exercised great care in doing so.
"Ah~" exclaimed one; "that's true. You
did receiv1
The least noise now would be fatal.
a report to that effect, just before we started to come here
Dick stole softly across the room.
didn't you ?"
Reaching the door, he knelt down and looked through the
"I did, and for that reason I am going to have no delaJ
keyhole.
in puttin g our plans into execution. If we were to wail
Three of tae men in the room were within Dick's range till the first of
next week, the chances are that that youn~
of visio:a.
rebel would learn of our plans and carry the news to GenOne of the three was General Howe; the other two Dick eral Washington.
By going to-morrow night,
will steal
ma not know.
a march on him. While he is here in Philad elphia trying
Dick looked but a moment, and then taking his eye away to secure inform
ation of our intended movements, we will
from the keyhole, placed his ear there.
march to Whitemarsh and take the rebels entirely by sur
In this case, heatjn g was better than seeing.
prise."
Dick listened to what was being said in tlie next room
Dick could not help smiling in a grim fashion.
and it did not take him long to discove r that in getting to
"Will you, General Howe? " he though t. "Well, we'l
1py upon the British officers on this night, he had met with see about that.
You will not surprise the :rebels ' if I can
a ltroke of rare good fortune.
help it, and I rather think I can."
The British were planni ng t.o make 11:n attack upon the
The other officers seemed to think this plan of General
patrio t army.
Rowe's a good one.
Dick heard them talk their plans over in detail.
."That will be a good joke on Washington's bold young
There was one thin~, however, which be had not beard spy,
won't it," said one.
mentioned.
"It will go a good way toward spoiling the reputa tion
It was the date on which the attack was to be made.
which he has made for being a successful spy," said
This, of course, was the most impor tant thing of all.
another.
He listened closely feeling confident that he would soon
"So it will," remarked a third. "It will take him do 1\·n
hear this mentioned. ·
several pegs."
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· a tone of sa t·is- r His friends realized that this was important, so they did
"So I think," said General Howe m
faction. "And I admit that it will give me great pleas- not insist on hi~ remaining over night.
They were aware that the work of a spy was done largely
ure to do this, as he has caused me a great deal of trouble
at night.
during the past year."
Mrs. Dilworth gave Dick a message to take to her hus"And I hope I shall live to cause you a great deal more
band, and then Diel? bade Tom and the noble-hearted womtrouble during the coming year," thought Dick.
' took his departure.
an good-bye, and
Dick did not care to listen to their conversation longer.
He made his way down the street at a good pace.
He had heard all that was necessary for him to hear.
He kept his eyes wide open.
He had secured valuable information, and now the imHe knew it was just at the time of night when the
portant thing was to get to General Washington with this
streets were thronged with the redcoats.
information.

He knew them well enough to know that they would not
Dick guessed that General Howe and the members of his
think of going to bed before midnight.
staff would remain there and talk for some time yet.
So he would be in considerable danger while in the
Taking this for granted, he made up his mind to leave
confines of the city.
at once.
Dick was careful, however, to keep off High street.
He was in a hurry to get started back to Whitemarsh with
This was the main street, and the one most frequented
the valuable information which he had secured.
Of course he had plenty of time, providing he was not by the redooats.
delayed in any way.

The majority of the drinking houses were on this street,
the redcoats frequented those places quite a good
and
chances.
any
take
to
He did not wish
deal.
He might have trouble in getting out of the city.
Dtck presently re.ached the livery stable where he had
Leaving his position, Dick stole softly across the :floor.
Securing his shoes, Dick cautiously opened the door and left his horse.
stepped out into the hall.
Paying his score, he mounted, and rode out of the stable,
and away.
He made his way slowiy and softly along the hall.
Dick thought he noticed some men who were standing
Reaching the head of the stairs, Dick made his way
the entrance look at each other rather significantly as
at
:floor.
carefully down to the lower
He made his way to the door, unbolted and opemd it, he rode out of the stable, but he did not give it much
thought
and stepped out of doors.
He did not stop to put on his shoes, but leaped over the
He remembered having seen them in the stable when
the
to
way
his
made
and
yard,
fence into the adjoining
he left his horse in there, and his idea was that they had .
house of Mrs. Dilworth.
noticed that he 1vas wearing a different hat from the one
He knocked on the door.
It was opened immediately.
T11e eager face of Tom was seen.
"So ifs you, is it, Dick!" he exclaimed, excitedly;
"come in !"
Dick obeyed, ancT he proceeded to put on his shoes, while
telling Mrs. Dilworth and Tom of the complete success
which he had liad.

he had worn.
Dick had borrowed an old hat from Tom Dilworth, as he
had lost his, as the reader will remember.
Three men on horseback were coming up the street after
him.

Dick oould catch only an occasional glimpse of them,
iJS they passed through a strip of light thrown out by a
street lamp, but he was sure that in the three he recog·
inWhen they learned that Dick had secured valuable
nized the men who had been sta?ding at the entrance to
the stable when he left therQ.
formation, they were delighted.
They felt that they had had a hand in the aff&ir, and
"I wonder why they are following me?" he asked
himsellf.
this gave them great pleasure.
Dick told them that he owed his success to them, and
Of course, he co'nld not answer the question satisfactorily.
thanked them heartily.
He thought it possible, however, that they were following
Then he got up, and told them that he must be going.
him with the intention of trying to rob him.
"I must take the news . to General Washington at the
"All right," he thought; "let them try it! They will
have a hard time of it. I µ:11css I will see if I can't nm
oorliest possible moment," he said.
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away from them. That will be better than trying to fight
He must think up some trick that would give promise of
them."
foiling the plans of his~ pursuers.
Dick urged his horse to a gallop.
This would undoubtedly be a difficult matter.
He had now reached the outskirts o'f the city.
But Dick was a youth who never despaired, no matter
.As it was a dark night, be felt confident that he would how difficult a thing might seem.
be able to get away from his pursuers in the darkness.
He urged his horse to its best speed, once more.
He looked back, and when the horsemen again apThen he returned to the study of the problem which conpeared in the light, thrown out by a street lamp, Dick saw fronted him.
that they had urged their horses to a gallop, also.
There was only one thing to do, so far as Dick could
"They seem determined to keep close ·to me," thought see.
Dick; "well, they will have to ride fast if they catch up
That was to stop quickly, lead the horse out to one side
with me!"
of the road and wait, in the hope that his pursuers
Dick urged his horse to a swift gallop.
would pass by without discovering him.
He was in a hurry to get to General Washington with
It might succeed.
the news of the intended attack by the British, anyway,
Dick decided to try it, at any rate.
and this but made still another incentive to rapid traveling
He quickly slowed his horse down to a walk.
on his part.
Then he leaped to the ground.
Dick presently made an unpleasant discovery.
He led the horse out to one side of the road.
The pursuing horsemen were overhauling him.
Then he brought the animal to a stop beside the fence.
He could hear the hoof beats quite plainly.
Then, holding to the bridle rein, Dick patted bis horse
"They must have good horses!" he thought; "they have on the .neck.
drawn up on me very rapidly."
Dick feared the horse would neigh, or make some noise
Dick urged his horse to a run.
that would betray their presence to the pursuing horsemen.
He was determined to make it as difficult a matter as
'rhe hoofbeats of the horses sounded close at hand now:
possible for his pursuers to overtake him.
They sounded very loud, indeed, to Dick.
He kept his horse at his best speed for a few minutes,
There was one thing in the youth's .favor.
and then slackened up a bit, and listened again.
That was the darkness.
He could hear the rapid boo~ beats of the hoFses, and
He was not afraid of the horsemen seeing him.
this time they sounded closer than before.
Closer and closer came the hoof beats.
"They're etill gaining!" Dick thought; "jove ! I fear
The horses were now close at hand.
they will overhaul me in spite of all I can do I"
Dick tightened his grasp on the bridle rein, and patted
Dick made up his mind fo make his purs11ers work hard,
the neck of his horse.
however.
Now the horsemen were even with Dick ; now they were
He urged hi11 horse to renewed exertions.
past him.
Tlle animal responded, and increased its speed to a conThe youth thought he was going to be successful in foolsiderable degree.
Dick began to have ho}Jes that if his horse could keep this ing his pursuers.
But it was not to be so.
up, he would be able to keep his pursuers from catching
Suddenly Dick's horse gave utterance to a shill neigh.
up with him, after all.
Dick heard exclamations escape the lips of the horsemen.
He rode onward at this speed ·for several minutes, and
The sound of hoof beats suddenly ceased.
then slackened speed again, to listen to the hoof beats of
"They have stopped!" thought Dick; "I will either have
the horses ridden by his pursuers.
to fight, or leave my horse, and fl ee across the field on
He could hear the hoof beats very plainly.
foot."
More plainly than before, he was sure.
Dick knew it would be useless to try to escape on horse"I guess I will have to give up the idea of keeping them
from catching up with me," thought Dick; "there is only back.
one way that I can hope to accomplish it, and that is by the . He had triE'._d this, and had failed.
His horsEl was not speedy enough. ·
exercise of strategy. I will either have to escape from them
Dick
could hear and understand what was being said by
by the aid of hickery, or I will have to fight them."
the men who had been pursuing him.
Dick began studying the situation.
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"He is trying to double on us, like a fox!" the youth
beard one say.

CHAPTER IX.

"He expected that we would go pe.st without :finding out
the trick he has· played," from another.
"You will get my horse; but you won't get me!" said

DICK'S NEAT TRICK.•

Dick to himself, grimly.

Dick climbed over the fence and walked down alongside
it.

He soon came to the horses.
Then, as he heard the men riding toward him, he let go
'l'he men had thrown the bridle reins over posts.
bis hold on the rein, placed bis bands on the top of the
Dick's horse had remained where the youth had left him
fence, leaped over and ran away across the field.
standing.
Dick heard the men calling on him to surrender, but as
He was tired, and then he had company.
be was not there to do so, as the redcoats-as Dick sus·
Dick quickly lifted the bridle reins of his pursuers'
pected them to be--would soon learn.
horses from over the posts, and then, holding to the reins, he
A few moments later he heard wild yells of rage.
quickly mounted his horse and rode away, up the road in the
"They have discovered that I have given them the slip," direction he had been going, leading the thllee horses.
thought Dick, grimly.
He could still hear the men talking in excited tones.
The youth felt safe now.
"I guess they wonder why they can't f}.nd me!" thought
But he was sorry to lose his horse.
Dick, with a quiet laugh. "It will be a wild crowd ~hen
It would not be pleasant to have to walk ten miles they find I have escaped and taken their horses I"
through the night.
And again Dick laughed softly.
Suddenly the so~nd of three pistol shots was heard.
He had gone perhaps a third of a mile when he sudThe men bad fired at random into the darkness.
denly heard wild yells of rage from behind him.
This gave Dick an idea.
"They've found out that they have been tricked at
thought Dick. "Well, I bad better move a bit
last!"
He did not like the thought of losing his horse.
faster. They could overtake me at this rate, and that
Neither did he like the prospect of the long walk.
he very bad for me!"
would
The thought came to him that perhaps he might play a
Dick at once urged his horse to a gallop.
trick on the men and regain his horse.
It was somewhat hard to go at this gait, and lead the
As be heard the sound of the pistol shots, he gave uthorses, but he managed it.
terance to a loud cry of well simulated pain.
After he got the other horses to moving steadily, he had
He was very particular to make the cry loud enough to
no 0.ifficulty.
be heard by the men.
Dick heard the yells of the men for several minutes, but
That they did hear it, was speedily proven.
the sound grew fainter and fainter.
Cries of joy well.t up from them.
He knew that he was safe, in so far as danger from those
"We've got him!"
fellows was concerned.
" One of the bullets hit him !"
"That little trick worked to perfection," thought Dick;
"That was his death cry!"
"I am glad now, that those men did follow me. It has
Such were the exclamations given utterance to by the
enabled me to secure three good horses for the use of the •
men.
patriot soldie:ns."
He accomplished his purpose.
Dick a»rived at the patriot encampment at Whitemarsh
He had made the fellows think they bad killed or fatally
at about one o'clock.
wounded him.
As soon as he had taken care of his horses, he went to
He heard them scramble over the fence and come run- the quarters occupied by the commander-in-chief.
ning toward him.
He aske~ the orderly ii General Was.hington had reHe did not wait to reach hini..
tired.
He hastened away from the spot.
The orderly said he would see.
Dick knew the commander-in-chief was in the habit of
He made a short circuit, and reached the fence at a
point not far from where he had left his horee.
. remaining up till the small h_ours, planning and writing,
and he thought it possible he was up yet, on this night. In
He could hear the voices of the men.
that case, he would report to him at once.
They were searching for Dick over in the field.
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The orderly returned in a few moments, and said that
the commander-in-chief was just preparing to lie down,
but would see Diel).
The youth entered the tent.
General Washington greeted Dick cordially.
"Well, Dick," he said, "what news? I am sure you
have secured information of importance, or you wonldnot have come here to report at this time of the night-or
morning, rather."
"You are right, your excellency," said Dick; "I have
.ecured some very valuable information, indeed."
"Good! Let me hear it, my boy I"
"Very well, your excellency: The British are to attack
JOU in force on to-morrow night!"
There was almost an excited look in the usually calm,
cool eyes of the great man.
"Ah!" he breathed; "so they are to attack us in force
t?-morrow night, are they?"
"Yes, your excellency."
\
"Tell me all about it, Dick."
Dick proceeded to do so.
When he had finished, the commander-in-chief reached
out and grasped Dick's hand.
He shook it warmly.
"Dick," he said, earnest!¥, "you have done splendidfyl
Your good spy work in Philadelphia has without doubt
saved the patriot army from being badly defeated. Had
the British succeeded in taking us by surprise, as they
expected to do, we could not have stood against them at all.
Now we shall, thanks to the information you have brought,
be enabled to meet them on something like equal terms."
Dick :flushed with pleasure.
"I have done the best that I could, your excellency," he
said; "I am glad that I have been able to do something that
will be of benefit to you and to the cause we all love so
well."
"It will be of great benefit, Dick. In fact, you have
practically saved the patriot army from defeat and almost
I
. "
rum.
Dick remained a few minutes longer.
General Washington asked him a number of q:uestions.
Dick answered them promptly.
"You may go now," remarked Gener.al Washington
presently.
Then Dick bade the commander-in-ch~ef good night, saluted and withdrew.
He went straight to the quarters occupied by the "Liberty Boys."
He wrapped himself up in his army blanket and was
1
IOOD asleep.

When his comrades found him there next morning, they
greeted him joyously.
. ''When did you get back, Dick?" asked Bob Estabrook
eagerly.
"One o'clock this morning, Bob."
"At one o'clock I"
"Yes."
"Were you in Philadelphia, Dick?"
"I was, Bob."
"Right in the lion's den, eh?"
"Yes."
"Did you find out anything of importance, Dick?"
asked Sam Sunderland.
"Yes, Sam. That's the reason I came back so soon.''
"Good for you, Dick!" cried Bob; "I hope that we are
to have a fight with the British I"
"And so do I!"
j
"And I."
"It's the same with me!"
"And with me!"
The "Liberty Boys" were never so happy as when in
action.
They would ratoor fight than eat when they were hungry.
The British could testify to this fact.
"I rather think we shall have a fight with the British,
Bob," said Dick, quietly. "They are coming in force tonight to attack us.''
"What!"
"Say you so, Dick?"
"Hurrah!" cried Bob. "We'll whl.l' them out of their
boots!"
"We will, that !" declared Mark Morrison.
"I think, myself, that we will be able to h~ld our own

with them," said Dick.
"Yes, now that we know they are coming," said Sam ,
Sunderland.
"I suppose they intended to take us by surprise, did
_they, Dick?" asked Joe Walton.
"Yes, such were their intentions, Joe."
"How did you find out that they intended to attack us,
Dick?" asked another of the youths.
"I overheard them laying their plans."
"Say, Dick, you're a great one!" cried Bob, enthusiastically. "The British will have hard work catching us
napping, while you're around."
Dick laughed.
"Oh, any of you boys could do as well as I," he said
quietly.
"Not a bit of it!" declared Mark Morrison.
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"We could never be as successful as you have been,
Dick," said another.
None of the "Liberty Boys" were jealous of Dick.
On the contrary, they were proud of him.
Dick was so kind to them, was so noble hearted and
generous, that they could not help loving him.
He was captain of the company of "Liberty Boys," and
as commander, had never bad a harsh word for any of
them.
He controlled them by kindness, not by exercising the
authority given him by superior rank.
That this was a good way to control the youths was
evidenced whenever they became engaged in a battle.
Dick had but to command and his command would be
obeyed.
He had but to lead and they would follow, even into the
,
jaws of death.
Bob now asked Dick for the story of his adventures in
Philadelphia.
Dick told them the story briefly.
He took but very little credit to himself.
He said that it was mainly due to luck that he had been
successful in learning the plans of the British.
'rhe youths would not have it that way, however.
They said that anyone else would not have been so
lucky, and that the credit, therefore, was due to him.
Soon after breakfast, General Washington began issuing
orders.
It was soon known throughout the camp that the British
were to attack them during the coming night.
The patriot soldiers welcomed the news.
They were ready and willing to fight.
Anything was better than sitting around doing nothing.
All day long the work of getting the troops into position
went on.
The commander-in-chief selected his ground carefully.
He arranged his troops with exceeding care.
His army would be outnumbered three to two, at least.
He would have to equalize this by placing his men in
superior positions.
There was no one better capable of doing this than
General Washington.
His judgment of position was infallible.
The soldiers were in good spirit£.
The probability of gettmg into action and gettiDg a
chance to strike the British a severe blow was pleasing to
them.
They knew that the British expected to surprise them.
They knew also that the British would be the ones to be
surprised.

This knowledge gave them great pleasure.
"The redcoats will be badly fooled," they said to each
other. "We'll make them wish they had stayed in Philadelphia!"
The "Liberty Boys" wer_e perhaps more greatly pleased
by the outlook than were any of the other soldiers.
They, too, told each other what they would do to the'
British.
It-was really amusing to hear them talk.
One who did not know them or what they were capable
or doing would have thought their talk was bravado; but,
extravagant as some of their statements sounded, there is
little doubt that they would make them good if they g0t the
opportunity.
By evening, the work of posting the troops was completed.
Generals Washington and Greene made the rounds and
inspected the army just before nightfall.
They were well pleased.
"l think we shall be able to repulse the British, General
Greene," said the commander-in-chief in a tone of satisfaction.
"I think so, your excellency," replied Greene. ''To tell
the truth, I doubt very much whether General Hawe will
attack when he sees we are ready for him. He a;; verf
cautious, you know."
"I am aware of that, General Greene, 'and it wo ild not
surprise me if you were right. Well, in case it tu ns out
that way, it will simply be another proof that the way t.
avoid trouble is to be prepared for it."
"True, your excellency."
Night came on.
Double the usual number of pickets were put ou •
Hour after hour passed.
The British did not put in an appearance.
The patriot soldiers wrapped themselves in their b'iankets
and went to sleep.
•
Their slumber was not sound.
They would awaken at the least sound.
The night passed awa:y, and still the British di<i not put
in an appearance.
Could it be that they had given up the idea of attackillg
the patriots?
It began to look as if this was the case.
But it was not the case.
Just as day was breaking the pickets saw the British
army approaching.
For some reason it had been delayed, ana instead of
reaching Whitemarsh in the night it was reaching tho. "'
in the early morning.
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'l'he alarm was sounded at once.
But they could not answer the question.
The patriot soldiers leaped to their feet, weapons in hand,
"What shall we ~o ?" asked Howe. "Shall we attack
them, anyway?"
and drew themselves up in line of battle.
"Just as your excellency says."
"What do you think? Do you think we could deir at
them?"
"I think so, your excellency but-"
'
...,
"It would be a difficult matter, eh?"
"Undoubtedly. They are drawn up ready for battle,
THE BRITISH MAROH UP THE HILL-THEN MARCH DOWN.
and, if you will notice, they have a very strong position."
"I have taken note of -that fact, General Cornwallis."
"'l'he British are com~ng !"
The British generals were on the top of a hill perhaps
Such was the exc~amation that went through the patriot
a mile from the patriot army.
army.
By the aid of General Howe's field glass they were enThey had come at last.
abled to get a good general view of the position occupied
Now would come the tug-of-war.
by the patriot troops.
As far as General Washlngton was /concerned, he felt
What to do they did not know.
well satistled.
They hated the thought of having to return to Phila.:
He preferred to fight in the daytime.
delphia without having struck a blow at the hated "rebels."
It was much easier to direct the movements of the army
They had marched twelve long, .weary miles; now to
in daylight than when a night. attack was being made.
have to turn around and march back again without having
But if General Washington was satisfied, General Howe
accomplished anything would be galling in the extreme.
was not.
They did not wish to do this if they could help it.
He had expected tQ take the patriots by surprise.
General Howe raised the glass to his eyes and took a long
And now, to :ind them drawn up in line of battle was
look.
aJ?.ything but pleasing.
Then he turned again to Cornwallis :
As soon as th& British saw their approaeh was known
"What do you suggest, General Cornwallis?" he asked.
in advance they c~me to a halt.
The other was silent for a few moments.
Generals Howe and Cornwallis wished to confer before
Then he said:
doing anything further.
"I'll tell you what we might do : We might throw
"What does this mean, General Cornwallis?" asked
forward a few skirmishing parties, just to see what the
Howe, his face red and excited-loqking. "The rebels must
rebels will do."
have had advance knowledge of the fact that ttiey were to
This suggestion struck Howe i:s being a goed one.
be attacked!"
"Very well thought of," he said; "we will do that. Give
"It would seem so, your excellency," ·admitted Cornthe order at_once."
wallis, a disappointed, moody look on his face.
Cornwallis called a couple of aids and gave them some
"I don't understand it!"
•
orders, after whic):i. they rode away.
"No more do I, your excellency."
A short time afterward three or our skirmishing parties
The British genera1s were puzzled and disappointed.
moved forward toward the position occupied by the-patriot
They had counted confidently on s~rprising the "rebels."
forces.
Had they succeeded in doing so they would have been
Washington and his officers were keeping close watch of
able to put them to rout.
They would have practically annihilated the patriot army. the British.
They saw the skirmishing parties moving forward.
But they had not succeeded in taking the p!rtriots by surGeneral Washington understood the matter as thoroughly
prise.
between Howe and
In some manner the "rebels" had learned that they as if he had heard the conversation
Cornwallis.
were to be attacked.
Summoning some of his aids, he gave them orders, and
How had they learned it?
'l1his was the question which the British generals ·asked they departed at once, going in different directions.
The patriot soldiers understood affairs.
themselves and each other.
G:f!APTER X.
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They were glad to see the skirmishing paYties approaching.
If they could not engage in a real battle, it would at
least afford them some pleasure to engage in skirmishes
with the enemy.
The British advanced closer and closer.

The redcoats had not expected any such action on the
part of the "rebels."
They stood their ground, however.
They fired a volley when the patriots had covered perhaps
half the distance.
Colonel Butler gave utterance to a cry of pain and fell

As they drew nearer they became cautious and advanced to the ground.
more slowly.
Several parties of the patriot soldiers advanced to meet

Dick paused instantly.

the approaching parties of British.

"Are you badly hurt, colonel?" he asked solicitously.

Soon the rattle of musketry was heard.
The skirmishing parties were exchanging shots.
This was kept up for perhaps half an hour.
A few on each side were killed and wounded.

The company of "Liberty Boys" was included in one of
the skirmishing parties.
The party they were in was at the extreme right wing.

He dropped on one knee beside the wounded man.
"Pretty bad; I am afraid, Dick, but don't mind me. You
take eommand and go right on. I'll be all right."
Dick leaped to his feet.
He waved his sword and rushed onward.
"Follow me, my brave boys!" he cried.

"Charge the

reucoats ! Charge bayonets!"

The "Liberty Boys" and their comrades gave vent to
Exchanging shots with the British did not fully satisfy wild cheers.
the youths.
They rushed forward after their young leader witli reThey could not inflict damage enough on the British.
newed vigor.
Finally Dick went to the commander of the skirmishing
They would follow Dick anywhere.
party, Colonel Butler by name, and asked permission to
Seeing that the patriots were not to be stopped, the tedcharge the skirmishing party of British.
coats prepared to receive them.
Colonel Butler hesitated at first, but finally said:
A few moments later the patriots and redcoats came fo"I will take the whole force and charge them. As your
gether with a crash.
company of 'Liberty Boys' is in front, we will both lead the
There were wild shouts and curses.
party."
The British tried to stand their ground but could not
Dick was delighted.
do it.
He thanked Colonel Butler earnestly.
The,patriots came with sueh force as to hurl the redcoats
Then he returned and took his place at the head of his
·
,
back in spite of themselves.
company.
For a few minutes a lively combat raged.
Colonel Butler gave some orders and then came and took
Dick was here, there and everywhere.
his place beside Dick.
He seemed to be invulnerable, invincible.
He waited a few minutes for bis men to get ready.
Then be raised bis sword in the air and gave the order
to charge.
The men responded instantly.

The "Liberty Boys" kept close to their yo'ung leader and
fought with great energy and fierceness.
The British soon became demoralized.

They rushed forward like a human cyclone.

The attack was too tierce.

They gave utterance to wild shouts.

They had not expected to be 1!barged, in the first place,

In front ran Colonel Butler and Dick.

and they had not expected to be attacked with such fury

Behind them came the company of "Liberty Boys" and even when they did see that they were to be charged.
the other members of the skirmishing party.
Evidently the party of British did not know what to
think of this.

They fought as long as they could.
Then they suddenly gave way, turned and started back
toward the main fori;:e at their best s-peed.
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Dick and his party chased the fleeing redcoats a short
"I guess you are right in your views, your excellency,"
distan ce and then paused.
saia General Greene.
'l'hen they gave vent to a wild chc<'r and returned to
The soldiers were disappointed, however.
where the encounter had taken place.
They had hoped that there would be . a general engageThey secured their dead and w1nmded and made their ment.
way back to the main force of the patriots.
Those who had been members of the skirmiehing parties
This affair cast a damper on the British.
The other skirmishing parties withdrew.
Evidently they feared they would be charged also.
Generals Washington and Greene were well pleased.

were fairly well satisfied, however.
They had been in action, and the members of the party
that had charged the British had had some lively fighting.

General Washington complimented Dick on the success"I rather think that will teach the British to be more ful manner in which he and his men had routed the skircareful, General Greene," said Washington, with a quiet mishing party, but the youth modestly disclaimed credit.
smile.
"Colonel Butler is entitled to more credit than I," he

•

said; "he was in command, you knqw."
"I think so, your excellency," agreed Greene.
"Yes, but he was wounded and forced to fall out. You
And it so proved.
Generals Howe and Cornwallis were disconcerted by the were the actual commander during the engagement."
manner in which the skirmishing party had been handled.
General Washington always insisted on giving credit
"I think we had better give lip the idea of making an at- where credit was due.
This was one reason why he was so well liked by both
tack, General Cornwallis," said Howe. "What do you
think?"
"It · fo
is

officers and soldiers.

And he gave Dick credit for the result of the affair just
r you t o say, your exce11ency, ,, was th e rep1y.
''l have no doubt that we would be able to defeat them, ended. But for Dick's good spy work in Philadelphia the
British might have surprised the patriots, and then the
but the victory would be dearly won."
"I judge that you are right; and I do not think it would affair would have had an entirely different ending--one
be wise to engage them in battle. Washington's army will· much less favorable to the Americans.
become disintegrated before the winter end£, anyway, and . -='-_
all we will have to do will be to return to Philadelphia and
THE END.
take it easy till next spring. The war will be a; thing of
the past by that time, and there is no need of causing the
The next number (28) of "Liberty Boys of '76" will
shedding of any more blood."
contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS' BATTLE ORY; OR,
"I think you are right in your views, your excellency. I
WITH WASHINGT ON AT THE BRANDYW INE," by
do not see how the rebel army can possibly live through
Harry Moore.
the winter as an army. It will have to break up and dissolve, to keep the men from freezing and starving to dea'l:h."
"_That is the way I look at it."
So the British did not make another attack.
The army faced about and march~d back in the direction of Philadelphia.
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:"\o. ;a. IL U \\. TU J:J•;t'll.\IE .\ Hl' l~A K I!J lL-UonLUi
fou r, , I ll'Pn illustration s "i\·in" t lit• 1lilforenl positions requisite uiug
to be«ome

No. 41. TilE RO'i H OJ;' :'\I<J W YUitK EN U. ~UJ?\ 'H .TOKE
J:OOK.-C ontain ini: a gr1»1t rnri1• t,r of .the l alc~l JOkl's usPd ~y the
most famous 1•nd mPn. :'\ o 11mat <'llr mm ~t rC'ls rn complele without
thi>< w.onclcrful littl" book.
.
. • , • ",
, • ,
No. 4~. 'l' lllC j{U \" H OF :SJ•i\\ YOhh. Si lll\. £1, S~~ ]l]AhJ<,R.l'ontaining a varied nsHortml'n t of stu mp spe~ches. Negro, Dutch
, 11141 lrish.
Also Pad me n' s j okPs. Ju st t he th mg for home amuseand anu1IP1lr ><hO\\'S.
_
"'''
,.
,
1;, Tll1'J HOYi' lH' ?\ J<J W YO Uh. l\l l ~S l hb.I, G 1, 111
> '•
Pl'E BOOK .-Homet hi11F n l'w 11!HI ve ry .mstrucl_ive. E~er~·
1 I ol11ni11 this book, ns it «Ontams full instruc:tion s foi oi11
:11t1utP11r minst rel t roupe.
IT Ll>OON ' 8 J O K E::l.-This is onf' o~ the mosl original
Pr [lllhlished, and it is br it.nfn l of w it and humor. It
. ri:e ("Oile«tion of songs. JO~ ('S, C"onundrt!ll1S, .ett·., of
.. 1loon, tht• g1·eat wit . lrnmo r 1Rt and pra.«t1<·!1l Joker of
' ·y hoy who enn enjO.\" u good s n bstantial Joke should
1 imnwcliatC'ly.
. . .
>:o. 7\l. I°• \' TO BEUO;\l B .\ :"/ AC'1'9 H..-Conta1
1ung <·omplPt•• instri , .. uns how lo make up fo r va n ous ehara«tcr' on the
>tag 1•; tog1 ·,, r with the duti<'S of ~hi' Stnge. M anai:et·. l'rom!>ter,
s ·C'ni<· Arli a11d Propc•rt ,· ;\I an. h .v n p romrn Pn t l:llage ~lanager.
' ' . • 11 • so. (H'R WlLLIA \l i'' .JOKI•: BOO !~ .-Contain
ing the lat""' jokeR. nnl'nlot<'' and fn1111y stones .of this worl d-renowned and
<'V<'r popular <;errnn11 1·onw11ian.
H1xty -fou r pages; handsome
«olored l'OV!'r «Outainini: a halr-to1w photo of the author.

Ia

good speakl'r, r~a"der ;ml elocution isl. Also c·ontai nin~ gems from
all the popu lar a uthors of pro~e and pol'lry, arranged m the most
simple and «On«ise mnnner poss1blr. . .
.
No. 49. IJO\Y TO IH:l~ATl.; .-:-G1v 1.ng r~ l es f~ r ·conuuctmg debates, outlines for debates, q~est 1ous 101· d1sC'.uss
1 0~ . and the best
sources for procuring informal ion on the questions give n.

SOCIET Y.

~o. :\. IIO\\' '1'0 FLIR'l'.-T he arts and wiles of flirtation arP
1 fully
l'Xplained h.1· this little book . . Hl'sidf's the rnri.ous !nMh.ods of
hnn<lkC'r«bicf. fan, glove, parnsol. w111dow and hat fhrtat1on. 1~ «oi:i
tains a full list of the languag!' and sentiment o[ flowC'rs . which is
interesting to e \·erybody, both old and young. You c·annot hf' )lappy
without one .
No. 4. no w TO J).\NCE is thr title o[ II new and hand80llH'
little hook just issurcl b.v l!'rank 'l'ouse.r. lt c·ontains full in. tr.u<·lions in the art of dnn«ing. etiquf'lll' in tlw hnllroom and at pnrt1es.
how to dres,, and full directions for enlling off in nil popular square
danc·f's.
No. fi. IIO\\' 'l'O MAKE LO\'FJ.-. \ <'Omplete guide to love,
<·ourtship nnd marriage, giving sensihlC' add«e, rules and etiquette
to be obserYrd, with many curious nnd interesting things not grneralh· known.
No. 17. JIO" ' TO DRESS.-C ontaining ful/ instru«tio11 in the
art of drrssing and appearing wPll at home anc ahroncl. giving
the
selN·tions of <·olors. mal<'t'ial. and how to havl' tlwm mack up.
~o. 18. HO\\' TO Bl~COME
BK\l'Tll!'
TTL.-One
of tht>
HOUSE K E EPI NG.
hrightl'st
'.'lio. 16. IIOW TO KI•;El' .\ \\'l~lHI\\' G.\ RDE:\.-C 'ontaining J•:,·er.rboclyand most valuable little hooks ever gi·Yl'n to thl' world.
wishPs to know how to bC'eorne bl'autiful, hoth m'.lle and
f11ll instrul'tion s for «onst ru«I in~ a window gnrclen Pith<'r in town ft.male
. 'l'he se«n•t is simple. and almo~t eostless. Head this book
or l'Onntry, a11d thf', most nppro1·P1l lll«I hnrls for rni~ing lwautifnl and
be convinced hm~· to beeome hl'ant 1ful.
l~owers at honw. 'lhe most 1·omplelP hook of tlw kmcl ever pubS
ND ANIM ALS
hshecl.
BI RD
A
.
:"\o. :10. TIO \\' TO COOK.-O nf' or t 1 ,,.,. •
'' • · '" 1,,,.,1<,
·o.
7.
ITOW
TO KJ~J•;P BIHDS.-IT ancl"omel y illu"trated and
011 «ookini: l'Vt'r puhlishc•d. fl <
r
1 1i··
·• "'" '"~ ,,, :.·
..
,:itaining
full
instnwtion
"
for
the mann~eml'nt. and training of the
tish. i:nme and oystc•r><; :ii• ·" , 11t1111l.,1 ., C"ak<'~ a111l nll kinds of C'anary,
rno«ldnghir d. hoholink. hlac·khin1. paroqnC't. parrot, ete.
J>:lstr.v, and H 15r l ••olluti
lty one of our most popular
Xo. :;:1. ll<l\\' TO I:AISE DOGR l'O{"L'l'I{\ ". ]'J(;J•:ONS ~\ND
oooks. _
"- • .
. ,,
.
.
.
n.\BBlT.. .
.\ ·•~eful n11d instru("ti\·c hook. Handsome ly illus. 'o 3,
() \ • I 1\ • J..JA· l!Ol l'.-.. It <'ont:lln~ mformat1o
n for trntrcl. Bv Ir 1 l>rofraw.
, •, bo~-. l't'i r ls: nwn and wome11: it "·ill leal"h you how to
Xo. 10. IIO\\ Tl) ~\IAKE ,\XD SET 'l'IL\PS.-I nc·luding hints
Jmo~t an~·thing around thp ho11si>. s11d1 ns 1mrlo1· nrnaments
, on how to C'at<'h moll's, wC'asC'ls . ottrr. l'ats. sq11i1Trls and birds.
1 kds, cemP11ts. Aeolian hn1·pi<, and hire! !in.<> fo r 1·atchiug
birds. Also how to cure skins'. Copiously illus! rah•1l. Ily .J. llarrington
KN'TI('.
ELE CT R IC AL.
:\o. GO. IIOW TO STrFF BIRDS AXD AXli\L\L S.-A valu. 'o. 4B. now TO ~TAKJ•; .\:\)) {"~].<] lDLI>:<:'rH.IC ITY.-A de- able
book, i:iYinl!' instrurtion s in colkC't ing, pr<'paring, mounting
• ·r1ption of th<• wond1•rful usl's of Pleet ri<-il.Y and elPctro rnag1wt ism;
and
prPse1·ving bird:-;, animal~ nncl in:-:r<"fR.
togcr.lwr with full 'n~t rndions for mak ing l·~ll'!'tl'iC' To.v"· Bnttel"ies,
Xo.
r.-t. HOW 'fO KElCP AND l\1.\:'\AGE PJiJTS.-G iving com«I<-. B.v flpor~l' Tn:hl'l, A. ~1.. ;\L D. l 'ontnin ing owr fifty ilp!Pte informatio n as to the manner nnd method of raising. keC'ping,
l• 1'1 ratious.
:'\o. <H. IlO\\' TO ;\1.\KI•i J.JJ,J•J("l'H l( ' ,\L l\I.\ <' lll:'\ IGH. Con- taming, .brl'eding nnd manal!'ing all kinds of prts: ·aIHo giving fnll
taining full clireetions for makini: ph•1·tri«al mal'l1inl's. induction instru<'tion s for making eagrs. et<'. Fnlly explained by twl'nt.1··oil>·. dyn:1111os, am! mn11.\· nowl loyH to h« worked hy l'leC'triC'ity. eight illustration s, making it t4e most complete book of the kind
ever published.
B,\" It. A. IL BennPtt. l•'ull.v illustratl'(l .
~- , 'o. li7. !IOW TO 110 J~LJ<:("l'IUl'AL 'l'ltlCKS. -C'ontainin
g
MISC F"LLANE O US.
a
•1nrg1• C'Olll't't 'on of inslru«tin• and highly nmusing e lec trical tricks,
No. 8. IJOW TO IlBCO~IE A RC'IEXT! f.iT.-A useful and in •og• th"r ll"ith illustrat it>ns. By .\ . •\ ndc•rson.
structh·e book. i:iving n c-omplNe treati~f' on <'hcmistry ; also experiments in acoust i<'s, mrC'hn nics. mathemati cs, chemistry, an1l
E NTE R TA INMEN T.
clirC'C'tions for makinl!' fireworks, c-olorcd fires and gas balloons .
. •. !l HOW TO HE<'O:'IJI>; A \"E:STHIL OQl'IS T . Ry Harry This
book cannot hr equalNI.
.r1:1 nNl.v.
S<'<'r!·t i:iv"t1 awn)'. E\"!•r.v intelligent ho.v reading
No. 14. HOW TO ~fAKJ•; CAXDY. -A <'omplet!' hnndbook for
l!.11s book ot 111,,lr1w11011"· hy a prnC'ti«ul profl'ssor (cleligh
tini: multi- making nll kinds of c·ancly. i<'C' <'ream. R.\TUJ>8, e"s('nccs,
et!'. etc>.
JI• s eYPl'.1 ni~hl with Iii' woncle r ful imitntion8 ). <·an mastPr
No. rn. FHA:'\K T01'SJ~Y'R T"~l'fEJl ~'l'A'l'l<Ji-' JHH'fAN(" FJ
:nt, and <"1«0:11 .. an.'· nm111111t of flm for himsPlf and fril'n cls. It is thC'
the 'l'AHLJ1;S, PO("KJ•JT C'O:'IIP.\X IOX AXD Gt'IDM.- Giving th<'
_r111tl'8l hook Pn r 11111tii .. lll'CI , and thcrp"s n1illion~ (of fu
oflic-ial clistanc·PR on all thr railronds of llw l'nil«d Stntes and
1 i'
- ·' :!O. 110\\' T!! I•). "Tl·Jlt'J'AI :\ \ . ·
'l•::\'ING P. J•'•'Y
A f'annda. Also rnhle of clistanr·eR hy water to foreign ports, hnc·k
'"~r.\ val11ul•h• Iii I h· hook _just. puhli~hl'('.
... mplNc ,
.1 , 1111
fares in thC' pritwipal «ities, rC'ports of the l'f'nsus. NC., etc., making
<ii ~n1nPs. sport~ . l"J\rd <11v1·rsion><. «omu 1
· 1 inns 1
, it able it one of thl' most .<'omplc>te nnd hand.1· hooks puhlislwd.
f"1· J)arlor or drawim:-1·01111~ 1·11t<•rtainmen1.
it.s u '" for the
Xo. 3~. ITO\\' TO BECO'.\n; YOrH 0\Y:\ DO('TOft .-A won111m1ey than a11.1· l·ook pu1t1i~1i, 11.
clerfnl book. containing useful and pnwtiC'al informatio
.:o. ;{~>. II{~\\' 'l'O !'LAY <J.\:\f!•;s.- .A eomplr~1·
". 1.. ,ful little trrntmC'nt of ordinary disrni<C's anrl nilments «Ommon n in tilt'
to evPr.1·
J,,,,,K, <'Onta1111ng lh;• rult>s .and rPgtilatwns of b1llt: J.. ha~atelle fnmily
1.:1 .. kgammon. c·1·oquPl. clommops, Pt«.
r
~
' plainls.. •\bounding in useful and effe«tive rcl"ipes for general comNo. :\ti. 110\\' TO 1-'0LVE <'O:\'l'X_ll ltf'.'.'llH. •\, .aining all
Xo. :;:;. HOW TO COLL"EC"T ST.\:'ITP~ A~n COI:NS.-C 'ontlu• h·D:d111~ co~11n11lrnms of the tlar, amusing rulcllt'R. , 1ion s «ateltC's taining
Yalnablc informatio n r<'ga1·cling tht> c·ollec·ting nnd arranging
1
:Pul w1.tty sa.uni:s.
·
of stamps an<l coin,-. ITandsomPl.1• illustrated.
Xo. !i:!. lIO\\' TO 1'1 .\Y l'.\HDS.- A complete
I h ·rnd. little
book, !\lYi~g tlw rul!'s :1111! fnll clirl'rtions for J> lnyn, l~nc'. hri Crib- th!':No.;,~. HOW TO BE.\ DJ~TE('Tl\'E.-B,v Old King Brafly,
world-know n detective. In whic•h lw lays down some valuable
l•a::r,. Casmo. l•'urt.1··h \"P. Hou111·e. Pedro • nc·'
Tlra w 'Pokt•r. nn<I sensihle rulrs for beginners. and also relates some
adventurPs
.\1w:w11 l'1td1 ..\II Fours and man.1· ollH'r l '
r
g
rues
of rard. and expl'riC'n<-Ps of well-known cletl'C'tiY<'s.
1
· o._ litl. IH. 1\\" TO JIO l'\'/'.;l'.;LE S.-Co1 , n:;,.
, \'l'r t hree hu~:
Xo. GO. HOW TO Bl<JCO~m A PITOTOG HAPIIER .-Containdr(d mter1>st111g i•nzzles aiul C'Onundrum~
•t h kr \' lo same
A ing usPful informatio n regarding the C'amern and how to work it;
«omplete book. J1'11tly 1llu~t ratC'<l. By A , nder sou.
·
also how to make Photograph ic· Magic Lantern SlWes and other
ETIQ U ETT J
Trnngparen cies. IIandsome ly illustratl'd. By Captain W. De W .
.
:\hney .
. No. 13. ~TO W 'J'O JIO I T ; OH. Hr
OF ETIQUE' rTE.-Tt
No . fl2 . HOW TO BECO:'.\IE A WES'l'
is a great h~': ~l'c-rt't, an<l _unf' t l!al .<'''
•lln" ma n desi n•s 10 know C'AIH~T.-C'ontaining full rxplannt ions how POIXT ~IILIT.\H Y
ro gain aflmit1aiwr .
all nhont. 1 hrre's haprHnP~s m •
"
c-ours<'
No. :i;l. II0\Y '_rO BEHA,Y.J·: ~~/ontai ning t1 • rn lPs a nd eti- Guard, of Htucl.1-. 1Cxaminati ons. Dutil's. ~taff of Officers. Post
l'oli«e Hegulation s. Fir<' Departmc>n t. anrl all a boy shonld
<Juette of .goo<] SOl"tPty ·ii ti .• ··a ·iest and most a11ppron•d methods
know to be a Cadet.
ancl w1·itten hy Lu ~ena rens. author
of a~penrnw to g!'orl
' ;, _. nl pa r ties bn ll s the t ll'·ttrP «h ·h of "Ilow to He<·ome Compiled
n Nnval Cn<IPI."
·mlmlhl'< ln11"'"
-- '
'
'
e<
'
nrt
?\o.rntHO \\''l'OBEC O;\JEA:\ A\'.\LC'.\ l>E'l'.-Co mpletPin structions of how to gain admission to lhe .\nnapolis Naval
ECLAM t1TION.
A1·ademy. Also «ontaining the 1•ours<' of instruc-tion . c!Pscription
0 J{l>;f' I TJ~ Al'.\ ll TWOK 01~ R ECI TATI O:NR. of
grounds and buildings. histori<'al skPtc·h. nnrl evervthing a hoy
·nost popu la r S<'lec-tinn< in "~". <'om11r is i n.~ 1>11tr-h "honltl
know to hc>comt' an ollic-t"r in the United !Hates 'Navy. Coni·t . .} ~ nke<: an<I l rish d iakl"I pi"'""'· 1oc:ether pil«cl arnl wriltPn
b.v Lu Henarens, authot· of "How to Become a
hngs.
\\'est l'nint :\lilitar.1· ('arlet."
PRH'E 10 ('}~~ 'I'~ JU CH, OR 3 l, OR 25 CENTS.
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Addres. FRANK TOUSEY , Publishe r, 24 Union
Square, New York.
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THE LIBERTY BOY~ 0 '76
A. Weekly Magazine containing· Stories of the A tufkrican Revo ntio
By HARRY MOORE.

DON'T, FAIL

TO

REA

IT

'
•

These stories a.re based on actual facts a nd give a faithf
account of the exciting adventures of a brave band of AmericCJ
youths who were always ready and willing to imperil their liv1
for the sake of helping a.long the gallant cau s e of Independen<
Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading mattE
bound in a beautiful colored cover.
1 The Liberty Boys of '76; or, Fighting for Freedom.
2 The Liberty Boys' Oath; or. Se ttling Wi t h the British and
Torie,;.
3 The Liberty Boys· Good Work; or. Helping General Washington.
4 The Liberty Boys on Hand; or. Always in the Right Place.
5 The Libcrry Boys' Nerve; or, Not Afraid of the King's
Minions .
6 The LibPrty Boys· Defiance; or, "Catch and Hang Us if
You can. "
7 The Liberty Boyl:I in D emand ; or. The Champion Sp'. !!• o i
the Revolution .
' 8 The LiberLy Boys ' Hard Fight; or, Beset by British and
ToriE!s.
9 The Liberty Boys to the Rescu1:: ; or. A Hos t Within Themselves.
10 The Liberty Boys' Narrow Escape ; or, A N eck-and-Ner k
Race With Death.
11 Th ~ Liberty Boys ' Pluck: or, U ndaunted by Odds.
i2 'l.'he Liberty Boys' Perii ; or. Threatened from All Sides.
13 The Liberty Boys' Lu ck; or. Fort une F a vors the Brave.
·~~or

salt> hy' all newsclealPrs

~u,·1•; or· .l<' ooling the British.
15 The Liberty Bo ·,;' ' ra p, and \\"hat T~ 0 Ca ,;ght in It
16 The Liberty Boy:> P11 ~zie d : or. The Tories' Clevcr SrhP
Great St roke: or Capturing a Brit
17 The Liberty Bo:
Mdn-of-War.
i 8 The LibPrty B o ' Cha ll enge: u::. P'ltriots >s. Re d l' Oa t~
19 The Li\Jert y B o~ ( 1..1p ped : or. T he ll ·>:rntii ul Tory.
.\listakP: or. "Wh at _\li~h t Have Be
~ O The Libe rty Bo.
21 The Liberty Po ' , ' Fine W ork. or. Doing Things C'p tsr
22 Th e Libe rty B, ' at B:1y: or. ThP Closest Cn ll of AIL
23 The Liberty Bl ' 011 .Their :'l l Ptti~: or. :\laking It \\"1
for th e R '»lt·(• l,:; ,
2-! The Liberty Bo :-~· l'rnl; •·• -\-ictor~-; or, Do wning th t• ~
c o a t~ and Tc.• _o>s.
25 The Liberty Boys Suspected: or. raken fo r Brit ish Sp i
26 Th e Liberty Bo .1·s · CleYe r Trick : o.". Teach in g the R!.'
a Thing or T wo.
27 The Libe rty Bo y< Goo l Spy W or!. u . •,- :th •
in Phi laclelphi a
28 T he Libe rty Boys' Batt!!:' Cry; or. \\"ith \ \' ash ingron a t
B :·andywi nP.

H The Libertv Boys·

or !'ent llost11aid

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF

·

YOU WANT

ANY

011

rt><·«-•ipt of' price~ 5 ctmti-; )>er cop~-, 11,

24U~~~~~.NewY1
B.4~C~

NU:MB~RS

of our Libraries and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can , e ob lamed from this o!Jice d irect. Cut out nn d
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the prire of the booh i you want and we will send them to}'' 1 by
l'OS'l'AGE ,S'l'Al.UPS 'l'AUEN 'l'HE ~A.IUE _\S lUONEY.
turn mail.
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FRANK '11 0.V EY, Publlsher, 2± Union Sriuarc, X01r York.
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